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t  :
ASPECTS OP CURRENT SHEET THEORY
Abstaco
Current sheets are widely believed to play an important role 
in astrophysics when regions of magnetic flux are in motion. 
Several models based on the formation of current sheets have 
been proposed to explain such phenomena as geomagnetic 
storms, solar flares and prominences. In this thesis three 
aspects of current sheet theory are studied with particular 
reference to the solar flare problem.
Firstly the development of two-dimensional current 
sheets is investigated for several simple configurations.
These include converging line current sources, converging 
and diverging line dipole sources and a dipole of increasing 
moment situated in either a uniform magnetic field or a 
constant dipole field. These last two.may be thought of as 
modelling the emergence of bipolar flux from beneath the 
photosphere, a phenomena frequently observed prior to 
solar flares. The length, position and shape of the current 
sheet is determined from the requirement that the magnetic 
field be frozen-into the plasma. . The sheet is found to be 
curved, except in the symmetrical case of converging line 
sources. In addition, the extra energy due to the presence 
of the current sheet is determined. Comparison with estimates 
of the energy dissipated during a flare indicate that the 
formation of current sheets may store an adequate amount of 
preflare magnetic energy, provided no reconnection occurs 
during the formation process.
A three-dimensional axi-symmetric model for current 
sheet formation is then considered. Two equal and
co-directional dipoles approach along the axis of symmetry 
to form an annular current sheet between them. The 
equations determining the magnetic field for this configuration 
are reduced to a single integral equation for the current 
density in the sheet as a function of radial distance from 
the axis. A numerical method is used to solve this integral 
equation. The inner and outer radii of the sheet are then 
determined from the conditions of flux conservation as for 
the two-dimensional case.
Finally the energetics of a current sheet that forms 
between newly emerging flux and an ambient field are 
considered. As more and more flux emerges, so the sheet 
rises in the solar atmosphere. The various contributions 
to the thermal energy balance in the sheet are approximated 
and the resulting equation is solved for the internal 
temperature of the sheet. It is found that, for certain 
choices of the ambient magnetic field strength and velocity, 
the internal temperature increases until, when the sheet 
reaches some critical height,.^ no neighbouring stable state 
exists. The temperature then increases rapidly seeking a 
hotter branch of the solution curve. During this dynamic 
heating the threshold temperature for the onset of 
microinstabilities may be attained. Xt is suggested that 
this may be a suitable trigger mechanism for the recently 
proposed "emerging flux" model of a solar flare.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 A PHYSICAL BACKGROUND TO SOLAR FLARES*
When a highly-conducting, magnetized plasma is subjected to 
sufficiently large velocity fields, current sheets may be expected 
to form about any line of intersection between independent flux 
systems. Such conditions are not uncommon in astrophysics, and 
one has only to look at the earth's magnetosphere or the solar 
atmosphere to find suitable examples* In the magnetosphere, a 
current sheet is likely to form where the magnetic field present 
in the tenuous plasma of the solar wind presses up against the 
earth's own field. Also, current sheets are widely believed to 
play an important role in the solar flare phenomenon.
In this thesis, the solar flare problem has been the chief 
application for the current sheet theory considered. However, many 
of the results will be more generally valid, Gome of the physical 
properties of flares are reviewed below.
When we observe solar flares, we are probably witnessing the 
most violent and energetic transient phenomena in the entire solar 
system. During a flare of typical magnitude, the energy released 
is about one million times that of the largest recorded earthquake 
(of order 3 x lO^^j). As well as being highly energetic, solar 
flares exhibit wide variety in both form and energy spectrum.
Although most flares are observed as a rapid brightening in , 
maximum intensity being reached within a few minutes of the onset, §
this is only one component of the total emission that ranges from
radio waves, through all regions of the electromagnetic spectrum,
to cosmic rays. In addition, quantities of plasma may be injected
13into the overlying solar atmosphere (for example, 10 Kg at around 
10^ and particles accelerated up to relativistic velocities.
Electrons having energies of 3 MeV, and high energy nuclei to 
30 GeV have been observed# The entire flare may last typically 
about an hour#
The first requirement of a flare model, therefore, is to 
explain the large amount of energy dissipated# It varies from about 
10 j for the so-called sub-flare, to 4 x 10 "^ j for major events*
For larger flares, the distribution of energy has been estimated 
by De Jager (1969, p 2*) and is summarised in Table 1.
TABLE 1
The approximate distribution of energy for a typical large flare,
SOURCE Energy(Joules)
Electromagnetic radiation up to soft X-rays 
Interplanetary blast wave 
Fast electrons (hard X-rays)
Subrelativistio particles 
Relativistic particles 
All other particles
10^^
2 X 10^5 
5 % 10^^ *
2 X 10^^
3 X 10^^
10^5
Total 4 X 10^^
*More recently, Brown (1975) has suggested that the hard X-ray
25component may be as high as 2 x 10 j, giving a total energy output 
around 35^ higher than earlier estimates#
À
Many of the available energy sources (e.g. thermal and 
gravitational) are far too small to explain the huge quantities 
released, while others, such as dynamic and thermonuclear processes 
can be ruled out on the basis of observation. In the latter case, 
for example, any reactions would be detectable by their spectra and 
neutron emission. Only the magnetic field can adequately account for 
such high energy output. For example, 10 j would be released during
the complete annihilation of a 0.01 tesla field contained in a volume
25 5 / 810 m (the size of an active region extending about 10 m across
the solar disc and 10^m in height). In practice, active region field
strengths vary typically between some 10 tesla in the corona up
to a few tesla in the vicinity of underlying sunspots and the magnetic
energy associated with a large active region of the size quoted above j
25may greatly exceed 10 j. In that case sufficient energy for a flare 
would be released by the conversion of only a small percentage of 
the total magnetic energy of the region.
Many of the observed properties of solar flares support the
assumption that they derive their energy from photospherlc, 5
fohromospherio or coronal magnetic fields. Firstly, flares rarely %
occur outside active regions; Dodson and Hedonian (19?0) found that, 
during the period 1959 to 1968, only ?% of all major flares observed #
occurred in the "quiet" regions. Furthermore Giovanelli (1939) noted 
that flares are correlated with the more complex sunspot groups in 
which the magnetic fields are highly contorted and sheared* Simple 
unipolar and bipolar groups give rise to a lower proportion of flares.
There are no large scale changes in the underlying photospherlc 
magnetic field at the time of a flare (Rust, 197^), indicating that the
'f
energy is not derived from the annihilation of photospherlc flux.
However, small scale changes are sometimes observed during large 
flares^ (Matres et al,, 1971» Harvey, 1974), but the precise 
nature of these changes is not fully understood.
Other important aspects of the solar flare phenomenon are 
the wide variety of the electromagnetic emission produced and the 
intensity profile associated with each component. Figure 1 shows, 
schematically, the simultaneous intensity curves at several wavelengths.
The time develop ment of a typical large event can be conveniently 
divided into four stages: the preflare, impulsive, flash and main
phase.
Before a flare is observed in , preflare activity may
be revealed by emission of relatively low intensity in the extreme 
ultra-violet (e.u.v.) and soft X-ray region of the spectrum. The 
duration of this phase is usually about ten minutes, but probably 
only represents the final stages of a much larger preflare period 
in which energy is somehow stored by the magnetic field.
The flash phase, in which the emission intensity and area 
of the flare rapidly reach their maximum, lasts typically about five 
minutes. In many flares, the first minute or so of the main phase 
may be dominated by a distinct "impulsive" phase, typified by 
microwave, e.u.v, and hard X-ray bursts with sharply peaked intensity 
profiles (see Figure 1).
Finally in the main (or decay) phase, the intensity gradually ^
falls off on a time scale of an hour or more. ^
The precise height at which a flare occurs, or is initially
Itriggered, remains largely undecided. Gyrovatskii (1966) argues for î|
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Figure 1.
Schematic representation of some of the intensity 
profiles at various wavelengths during a solar 
flare. Some phases or wavelengths may not be 
present during any one flare. (From Priest, '1976).
.7*
a site whioh is low in the solar atmosphere whereas ^estka (1973) 
suggests that the initial phase ocours high in the chromosphere or 
lower corona, and that the H ^  component, observed in the lower 
chromosphere, is merely a secondary stage of the flare process.
He estimates the lower limit of the altitude of the flare origin as 
being in the low corona or transition region. However each solar 
flare manifests itself over a large range of heights, and it is 
likely that different heights may be involved for each separate event.
Solar flares exhibit a wide variety of structures, giving 
important clues to their physical character and suggesting theoretical 
models. A classification according to morphological type would 
produce an extensive list. Zirln (l9?^t-) gives a short list of 
some of the more common types, which includes (among others);
1, !fhe large **two«*ribbon” flares#
These events may start at several points that eventually 
coalesce to form two strands (viewed in H , ) separated by a 
polarity inversion line that is, a line along which the magnetic 
field changes polarity. The two ribbons are often seen to move 
slowly outwards after the flash phase. Being invariably large 
events they are usually of longer than average duration (Smith and 
Smith, 1963, P« 67), and indeed may last for several hours# The 
huge flare of August 7, 1972 was of this type. This event lasted 
over three hours, with a flash phase of nearly fifteen minutes (Birin 
and Tanaka, 1972). A steady Increase in the intensity of the soft 
X-ray component was recorded by satellite borne instruments (OBO 7) 
some five hours before the start of the flare (c.f. Figure 1). The 
event was accompanied by microwave and hard X-ray bursts during the
impulsive phase (Rust and Hegv/ar, 1973) and radio emission whose
peak coincided with that of the H ^  flash phase. The two ribbons
3 —1moved steadily outwards with a velocity of 2 x 10 ms . Observations
of the active region in which this flare occurred has provided one 
of the most detailed and comprehensive flare studies in recent
years•
2. Explosive flares.
These can be small events, but as highly energetic as the two-ribbon, 
flare# They take the form of an outward eruption from a relatively 
small bipolar source, situated near the edge of a large active 
region. Their energy is released in a relatively short time and
in a confined area*
3. Surge flares.
Unlike the two-ribbon events surge flares are usually small in terms 
of energy and sise. Their distinguishing characteristic is the 
surge of the material which erupts from the central region of the 
flare. This may propagate in any direction, but is well collimated 
for a given event, the motion of the plasma being (presumably) 
determined by the magnetic field.
Further clues to the mechanisms responsible for solar flares 
are provided by observations of the precise location, relative to 
the ambient magnetic field, at which events occur. Severny (1938) 
noticed that flares frequently occur near polarity inversion lines. 
There has been much evidence to substantiate this point (e.g., Rust, 
1972) including the observations of the great August 1972 flares, 
already mentioned. Furthermore the points at which transverse
magnetic fields apparently cross over, and regions of high electric 
current density are favoured by flares (Severny, 1939, p# 38).
Another important observation is the high correlation 
between flaring and the emergence of new magnetic flux from below 
the photosphere (Birin, 1974; Metres et al., 1968; Rust, 1972;
Vorpahl, 1973)* Mew flux may often emerge in the form of small
satellite sunspots near the edge of large sunspot groups (Rust,
1968). The presence of emerging flux regions (which in many 
oases must produce magnetically neutral lines) has led Heyvaerts 
et al#, (1976) to produce a flare model that tries to be more 
consistent than hitherto with observations* They suggest that 
solar flares occur in three stages as loops of new magnetic flux 
emerge from below the photosphere. Firstly, during the preflare 
phase, steady reconnection occurs between the emerging and ambient 
magnetic fields, heating the plasma and giving rise to soft
X^ray emission* The emerging flux loops then reach a critical
height at which they are no longer in a state of equilibrium and 
rapidly heats up seeking a new equilibrium. During this stage, 
the current density may exceed the threshold value for the onset 
of microinstabilities giving rise to the impulsive phase 
characterised by its hard X-ray component. Finally, in the main 
phase of the flare, a new state of field reconnection is reached 
with a turbulent current sheet between the ambient and upgoing magnetic 
field. The type of flare produced by this mechanism will depend on 
the environment into which flux emerges. For example, if the strong, 
twisted magnetic field surrounding a filament near the centre
J
1.2,
The basic aim of magnetohydrodynamics (M.H.D*) is to study 
the behaviour of a conducting fluid in a magnetic field.
One usually starts with Maxwell's equations (M.K.S* units)
V x H  = J. . ^  (1.1)
■îl■I
?
of an active region is near the site of flux emergence, a 
two-ribbon flare may occur.
Lastly there are two properties of solar flares that 
cannot be overlooked when trying to present a comprehensive 
picture, namely, homology and sympathy. Homologous flares occur 
at the same place and with similar physical characteristics, at
Iintervals of up to one hour. Surge flares may exhibit homology, î
the surge itself moving in the same direction for each event»
(Birin, 1966, p. 399). A sympathetic flare is one which appears V
to have been triggered by another flare, possibly at some large 
distance away. Surface waves are often observed propagating' Ioutwards from a flare (Moreton and Ramsey, 1960), and it is J
therefore conceivable that disturbances such as these could, in '!1:some way, trigger further flares. However evidence for a direct ■
link between concurrent flares is lacking, and doubts concerning ■Iits existence have been expressed by Fritzova-^vestkova et al. (1976). %
%
3
9.
V  * B = 0 , (1.2)
V  X ^ B■St , (1.3)
and
V  ® I) = p , (l.4)' c
and B = H , (1.6)
where is the dielectric constant of the medium and the 
magnetic permittivity ( 6  ^  and yu ^  in a vacuum).
In M.H.D, some simplifying assumptions to Maxwell's equations 
are usually made. Firstly, and most importantly, non-relativistio 
velocities are assumed, and the displacement current 3  ^  t in 
equation (1.1) may therefore be ignored in comparison with the 
remaining terms, equation (1,1) then becomes
V" X H =: 1 (1*7)
for the magnetic and electric fields H and E respectively where 
2  denotes the electric current density and ^  ^ the charge density. 
The magnetic induction B and the electric displacement D are 
related to the fields H and E by the constitutive relations
D = é E , (1.5)
%
f
10,
Secondly, only alow time variations are considered# Finally a 
large electrical conductivity, ( ) is often(although not always)
assumed and so from Ohm's Law
^  1  = (I - X x B  ) , (1.8)
one has
V X B
These assumptions can be readily justified for the solar 
atmosphere where the observed motions of the plasma are always at
sub-relativistio speeds (e,g* 1 0’ ms^^), and length scales between
q 710^m and 10 m apply#
For a complete description of a conducting fluid, the
electromagnetic field equations must be supplemented by the equations
of motion of the plasma. In M.H.B. these are taken to be just
the fluid dynamical equations which are valid whenever the motions
are dominated by collisions between particles; in other words, the
typical length scale for the problem concerned is much greater than
the particle mean free path. The density ^ is given by the
equation of continuity,
I T  P  V  • £ = 0 (1.9)Dk (
or simply
\7 . V = 0 (1.10)
in an incompressible medium. D/Dt is the convective derivative
11
IL.Dt + (v * )
The momentum equation becomes
Dv
Dt 7 p  + j x B + F (1,11)
where the Dorent% force j x B (per unit volume) has been included,
F represents any other forces such as gravity or viscosity that may 
be present, and p is the hydrostatic pressure of the fluid. An 
equation of state provides a relationship betvjeen the pressure, density 
and temperature T » For a perfect gas this is
P R T (1.12)
where R is the gas constant. Finally, the temperature may be 
obtained from a suitable energy equation.
An important consequence of Maxwell's equations and Ohm's law 
may be obtained by eliminating E and between equations (1*3) 
(1.7) and (1.8). The elimination yields
V
which assuming yx. aiid gr- to be independent of position, reduces to
12,
a t
the so-called induction equation. 'Ihe constant
is known as the magnetic diffusivity.
By choosing and to be typical length, velocity
and magnetic field scales respectively the induction equation may be 
written in terms of the dimensionless variables
s ’ = SA'o > t' = t V g / ^ 0  > s' = s 'v q  and
V as
™  ^("y^  X B*) -i- B* «
l>t* ~ *0^0 Y
Dropping the primes and defining the magnetic Reynolds* number
Bm = ^0*0
1
13^
the difflenslonXess induction equation becomes
V  X (v X B) B . (1.16)—S-. • #|W» >-/ V— — Ro (, IQ
Now, for most astrophysicaX applications, R will be large compared 
to unity and the second term on the right hand side of equation (1*16) 
may reasonably be omitted# In the sun's chromosphere, for example, 
taking - 10"^  m , , as before, and
^  - 2 X 10^ the magnetic Reynolds' number is of order
5 X 10^ .
The reduced induction equation
1LÊ = X (%x , (1.17)'2>t
for R » 1  5 has a useful physical interpretation, namely that 
the plasma cannot move perpendicular to the magnetic lines of force#
That is to say, the magnetic field is embedded or **frosen-in“ to the 
plasma. A proof of this theorem, due to Alfvii, can be found in 
most textbooks on M#H#D# (e.g. Ferraro and Plimpton, 1966, p, 19)# 
Equation (1.1?) also results in the case of a perfect conductor!, 
since , or equivalently R , tends to infinity. Ohm's law 
then becomes approximately
B + V X B> = 0 *
Over much of the solar atmosphere (see Table 2) two simplifying
.iM
14,
assumptions may be made to the momentum equation. When ^ given by
2 p (1,18)
is muoh less than unity the hydrostatic pressure gradient may be 
negleoted in comparison with the lorentz foroe* Next, for plasma 
speeds well below the Alfven speed,
B
the convective term may also be ignored#
TABLE 2
The ratio of hydrostatic to magnetic pressure ( ^  ) eind the Alfven 
speed (va) for some regions of the solar atmosphere (adapted from 
Zirin, I966, p. 373)
Region Number Temperature) Magnetic VADensity(m"^) (0%) Field(tesla) A (ms"•t
Photosphere 6 X 10^
_
2 X 10 "^^ 7 X 101(quiet)
Photosphere 10^1 6 X 10^ 5 X 10"3 8 X 10'^ 33 X 10? 1(active)Sunspot 10^1 4 X 10^ 10"1 10"^ 7 X 10^
Chromosphere 10^9 7 X 10^ 10-4 23% 10^ 7 X P10(quiet) IQ «1 4.Chromosphere 10 '^ 2 X 10^ 3 X 10~^ 3 X 10 ' 33 X 10(active)Corona 10 '^ 610 3 X 10~3 l4x 10-4 33 X 10^
13.
Thus the equation of motion simply reduces to
j X B r; 0 (1*19)
for which two possibilities exist. Firstly j may be ide&tioally 
gero and the magnetic field is therefore governed by Laplace's 
equation. Alternatively if ^  is non-gero,
but everywhere parallel to B , then equation (I.19) and the field 
is said to be force-free. Using equations (1*6) and (1.7) the 
condition for a force-free field becomes
X I) = , (1.20)
where is some scalar which, in general, may be a function of 
position. Taking the divergence of equation (l.20) and using
equation (1,2) one finds that
( B . S7 )(X: = 0 , (1.21)
and so is a constant along each magnetic field line. For the 
special class of force-free fields in which is independent of
position, the curl of equation (1.20) gives
V x ( V x B ) = , ^ V x B  ,
Which using equations (1.2) and (1.20) again yields
( = 0 (1.22)
16,
The potential field may therefore be regarded as a special case of 
the force-free field for which tx6 is everywhere zero.
The energy W associated with a magnetic field J3 in a 
volume V is given by
or when Li is independent of positiont
W = J 1 1 | ^ av . (1.23)
It is known that, if the normal component of magnetic field B * is 
prescribed as the boundary 8 of a fixed, finite region v , then I
a condition that the magnetic energy W be a minimum is
^  X J3 0 «
à proof of this theorem may be found, for example, in Roberts 
(1967, p, 112)# An alternative proof in which v may become 
infinite is outlined below.
Let the variation in energy corresponding to a magnetic field 
variation of S B, be W , Then from equation (l,23) and the 
divergence thcorem
( G A X B)d8 4-^ \ ^ A  . ( ^ 7 X B)dV, (1*24)IcfSl p  
V “'S V
where ^ A is just the variation in the vector potential A for the v
magnetic induction. For finite regions the boundary condition may '5
17#
be conveniently written, using the integrated form of Maxwell's 
equations, as
n X S  A r.- - n X ^ , on 6, (1.23)
for some scalar potential ^  (Roberts, 1967, p. 27). Substituting 
into the surface integral in equation (1.24), the first order terms
in ^ W are
jz _ 1 f (sA .Vx&av .
s s V
From the divergence theorem the second integral is clearly zero, 
while the remaining ones imply an extremum when
V  X B = 0 ,
Furthermore, the higher order term.
' \S n\ dV
is positive definite, and the extremum is therefore a minimum.
For infinite regions, the boundary condition must be replaced 
by the requirement that the surface integral
-](1.26) ,1
18.
I = ^  I ( & A x B  ) * dS (1.27)
in equation (l,24) must vanish in the limit as 8 tends to infinity. 
Writing A in terms of its components parallel and perpendicular
to B * X  B and ^  x B respectively, I becomes
d.8 , (1.28)3 yiA J____ _ ^ s
where )\ and are functions of position. Now if the magnetic
field strength H falls off faster than some power of the
distance L from the origin,
]R I L *  , (1.29)
for some index n , then is bounded above by
Is
for sufficiently large L « In the limit 1 — ^  (8 ),
*I^. tends to zero providing a is strictly less than - 1. This
condition is clearly satisfied by many naturally occurring magnetic
field configurations including dipolar fields.
The above theorem may be extended to semi-infinite regions 
for which B " .n = 0 on some bounding surface 8 and | B | falls 
off faster than 1/L elsewhere. This result is particularly 
useful when considering the field above a (bipolar) sunspot group, 
the photospherio surface being represented by 8 .
One may deduce similar results for the more general force-free
19,
fields. Wbltjer (1938a) has constructed an elegant proof that the 
magnetic energy has an extremum, subject to the additional constraint 
that <5' A vanishes at the boundary when the field is force-free. 
However, it does not immediately follow that this extremum 
represents a minimum. The higher order variations are
found to be
S.J_ w = p
V
dV , (1.31)
and here more information about oi and &  B is required before the 
nature of the equilibrium can be decided. In fact both maxima and 
minima exist, even for the limited case in which is constant.
(Voslamber and Callebout, 1962, Woltjer, 1938a),
1.3. QUERENT SHEET THEORY.
The theory of current sheets in a magnetized plasma can be 
broadly divided into three parts: their formation and development,
the reconnection process, and finally their stability. In this 
section some aspects of current sheet theory are reviewed under 
these general headings,
A. Current Sheets.
Dungey (1933) first showed that an X-type neutral point in 
a current-free magnetic field is locally unstable if their are no 
constraints on the sources of the field. He considers the (initially) 
current-free field
= (y, X, O) , (1.32)
20,
in which the magnetic field lines form a family of rectangular 
hyperbolae (Figure 2 (a) ). The limiting field lines y = 
that pass through the origin are often termed the séparatrices. If 
the field is now perturbed so that H becomes
H = (y, (1 + €)%, O), ( G >- 0) , (1.33)
the field lines close up as shown in Figure 2 (b). The current 
density produced by the perturbation is, using equations (1.?) and 
(1.33)
^  = (O, 0, G ) , 
and the resulting Lorentz force
^  X B = ( -(1 + e)<E X, c  y, O) . (1.34)
The perturbed field is therefore subject to a force whose x-component 
is directed towards the origin and the y-component away. It is 
therefore unstable, the field lines tending to close further while 
the current density increases in magnitude.
Intuitively, one can envisage the collapsing X-type neutral 
point as a simple model for current sheet formation, the neutral 
point constricting itself into a thin sheet along the y-axls near to 
the origin. This idea was used by Sweet (1938) in setting up his 
model for the reconnection process* However, instead of the above g
local analysis, he considers the motions of the field lines to be 
externally generated, producing a current sheet (shown in Figure 2(c))
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about the former neutral point*
The local analysis of the collapse of an X-type neutral point ^
Is however, unsuited when considering phenomena occurring in the 
solar atmosphere, where the motions of the field lines are governed 
by conditions at some distance from the neutral points (or lines).
Gyrovatskii (1966) demonstrated the formation of current sheets in 
a non-local analytic treatment, although some major physical 
assumptions were necessary* The essence of his method is outlined 
below.
The two-dimensional magnetic field that results from parallel 
line sources at % = a * (c*f* Figure 4 (a) ), contains an X-type 
neutral point at the origin* For r - -i- y")^ «  1 , the field
strength H reduces to the form of equation (1*32), while the 
vector potential A ±s perpendicular to the (x, y)-plane and has 
magnitude
A (x, y) - -r (y'“ x^), (r 1)« (l«35)0
Syrovatskii considers the effects of a small (compared to unity) 
displacement of the line sources towards each other. He finds that, I
to first order, the field strength H remains unaltered as |
U  (y9 X, 0) ,
while the potential becomes
A(x, y) = ^ (y^ - x'' - 2 5 ), ^ (1*36)
where r^ is the distance from the origin at which the Alfven and G ^
J
implying a rarefaction of the plasma in the region y^ < x + .S' 
and a compression elsewhere, with its densityriaing most sharply
Î
sound speeds are equal. For distanoes below r , the sound speed 
becomes greator than the Alfven speed or equivalently the hydrostatic 
pressure exceeds the magnetic pressure and the former can no longer 
be ignored. Figure 3 shows, schematically, the resulting field 
lines, indicating their translocation from the initial state.
The changes in current density j and number density n , 
resulting from the displacements are then estimated from considerations 
of mass continuity and magnetic flux conservation. It is found that
the number density, in terms of its original value n^ becomes
  . .
\J r' -1- 4 S (x - 4 c5'
near the points x - 0 » y = : ^  . The current density near
the origin has magnitude
d =
assuming that all the magnetic flux crossing the x-axis and 
originally lying between x = 0 and x = 2 is compressed into
the region 0 ^ x ^ y  .
If no reconnection of the field lines occurs, (R »  1 ) i
they will become distorted as indicated in Figure 3#
The foregoing analysis has been criticized by Anaer (l973),
especially as regards 8yrovatskii*s,dynamic dissipation mechanism
■t
Figure 3«
The magnetic field configuration resulting from a small 
displacement of the field sources towards each other. 
When r »  r^the field lines move as shown by the dashed 
lines. Near the origin, the field lines are distorted 
to form a current sheet. Regions of high plasma 
compression and rarefaction are shown by heavy and 
light shading respectively ( from Syrovatskii, "1966 ).
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in which the ratio of current to number density j/n determines 
a condition for the acceleration of charged particles. Nevertheless 
a treatment of the full time-dopendont M.H.D, equations is required 
to demonstrate the formation of current sheets adequately* No 
such work has been undertaicen analytically, and Syrovatskii *s 
work therefore provides a useful link in current sheet theory.
A different approach to the current sheet problem has been 
to study the development of a sheet, its actual formation being 
implicitly assumed. Green (1965) devised an analytic technique 
for representing a twO"»dimensional magnetic field in which a 
current sheet has formed#
Initially the field due to two line currents of strength 
Ig and situated on the x-«a%is at ±  , is considered. The
resulting magnetic field (Figure 4 (a) ) will be a potential
one (except at the lino source^ and can be expressed in terms of 
the complex variable g = x + iy as
H + 1 H  = '' ^0 ^ . (1.39)
If the sources now move to now positions x = ^  a(a <1 in a
perfectly conducting fluid, a current sheet is assumed to form along 
the y-oxis between y » ^  L . The resulting field (Figure 4 (b) ) 
will no longer be potential, due to the currents induced by the 
motions. However, if it is assumed that the currents are confined 
to the magnetic neutral sheet between + h , the remaining field vfill
1
1
J
+ Q,-a
(a)
- Q +a
Figure 4-.
(a) The magnetic field due to two parallel line sources 
at a^. Outside these sources, the field is current- 
free and therefore a potential one. An X-type neutral 
point is formed at the origin. (b) After displacement, 
a neutral current sheet is formed between A and B.
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be Gurrent'^free and can again be neatly written ag an analytic function 
of z , namely
flere, the ourrents floi/fing at x = _+ a are equal to I ; in general 
I will not be equal to 1^ as the displacement will induce currents*
The current sheet is represented by a branch cut in the complex plane, 
giving the required singularity and field reversals as one goes from 
negative to positive values of x across the sheet*
Green's method was utilized by riest and Raadu (1975) to 
investigate the magnetic energy stored when a current sheet is P
formed in the solar atmosphere by the compression of antiparallel 
magnetic fields. They consider two bipolar regions whose footpoints 
approach under the influence of subphotospheric motions (see .figure 5)» 4
The magnetic sources are approximated by two line dipoles, of equal 
moment (2 ic ^  )2C , situated at % = ±  a^ on the real axis of 
the complex plane. By using a two-dimensional model, they were 
able to express the resulting magnetic field in terms of z .
Initially, the field ^oy^ potential and so may be
represented, in the upper-half plane, by the analytic function
Bq Cz ) = - i . (1.41)
If the dipoles now move to new positions x = ^  a ( a^), while the
I
N(a)
+a
Pigure 5*
(a) The potential field in the upper half plane due to 
two line dipoles at x=taQ. A neutral point is situated 
at N on the vertical axis. (h) After displacing the 
sources towards each other, a neutral sheet is formed 
between P and Q along the y-axis.
fiold remains frozen into the plasma, a current sheet is formed 
between y = p and y = q , The stressed field may be written
^ (z^ ~ -a
where B is a constant, chosen to give the correct behaviour at 
the sources, and the square roots are defined so as to give the cut*
The values of p and q were found from the condition that the 
flux crossing a given contour remains constant as the field is 
transformed. Finally the energy due to the presence of the 
current sheet was determined* Buch stored energy is sufficient to 
account for a large flare when the motions of the footpoints are 
relatively small, g
Although, the above models are two-dimensional, they would 
remain essentially unaltered by the addition of a constant component 
of magnetic field in a direction perpendicular to the plane being 
considered. The term "neutral sheet" to describe a region of magnetic 
field reversal is therefore not strictly correct if such perpendicular 
components are to be allowed. In this thesis, the term #WK#5nt sheet 
will be used, although in most oases the two will be synonymous*
Complementing the analytic methods for the investigations 
of both current sheets and the reconnection process are numerical A
and experimental techniques* Fulcao and Tsuda (1973 (a) ) provide 
convincing evidence for current sheet formation and the reconnection 
of field lines using a simple finite difference scheme to solve the
J
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steady N.H.D. equations# In a later paper (l97i^  (b) ), they extend 
their analysis to include time dependence# Experimental evidence has 
chiefly come from Bratenahl, Baum and co-workers (Baum et al,,
1973 (a), (b) ; Bratenahl and Baum, 1976), Their apparatus 
consists of a double inverse pinch device in which two insulated, 
current carrying rods (not unlike the line currents in Figure 4 (a) ) 
produce a discharge in a preionized argon atmosphere* Unfortunately 
the results obtained are of limited applicability when comparisons 
are made with astrophysioal events, mainly due to the low global 
value of R (of order unity in their experiments).
B. Reconnection,
Returning to Dungey*s (1993) simple analysis of the collapse 
of an X"type neutral point, it is obvious that the process cannot 
proceed indefinitely. As more and more plasma is squeezed into the 
region along the y'-axis, a point must be reached when the plasma 
density becomes high enough for the diffusion term in the 
conduction equation (1,14) to be important. The freezing in 
condition will therefore break down and the magnetic field lines will 
be able to slip through the plasma and be reconnected at the neutral 
point,
Bweot (1938 (a) and (b) ) proposed a steady mechanism, based 
on Joule dissipation, for magnetic field reconnection in a current 
slieet, but it was shown by Parker (1983) that this mode was too 
slow to account for the rapid energy release of a solar flare. 
However, direct evidence for Sweet's mechanism in current sheets
Î-
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present in the solar wind (d-sheets) has been claimed on the basis 
of data from satellite-borne instmments (Burlaga and Scndder, 1974)#
Figure 6 illustrates, schematically, the magnetic field 
configuration for the reconnection process# In the exterior 
region, of typical dimension L , antiparallel field of strength 
Bg is carried inwai'ds at a speed of v to the inner or diffusion 
region. The diffusion region, represented by a rectangular rogion ^
of length 1 and W.dth ^  , admits magnetic field with strength 
and velocity v^  along the sides, and ejects it with strength 
Bg and velooity v^  ^ from the ends#
% e  order-of-mognitude relationships
V. =
ana
derived by Sweet (1958 (a) ) and Parker (196$) for steady incompressible 
reooimection, determine v_ , A  and L given the input parameters 
D. Euid Vj . i4uch attention has been paid to the so-called "fast" 
reconnection mode for which 1 is much less tlian , to achieve a 
time scale which is comparable with that observed for flares.
LV
e
Figure 6.
An overall picture of the magnetic field configuration 
for the reconnection process. The diffusion region 
is the shaded rectangle at N; the flow is represented 
by the large arrows (from Priest,'1976 ).
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first model for a fast recoimection. process was 
proposed by Petschek (1964). He supposed that the external 
region contained four stationary slow magn6tohydrodynami.c shock 
waves through which the magnetic field direction was rapidly 
altered (Figure 7 (a) )• As the plasma passes through the shocks, 
magnetic energy is converted into kinetic energy and heat* The 
reconnection rate, that is, the maximum inflow speed in the 
external region has been established for Petschek*s mechanism by 
Roberts and Priest (l973)* They find that, as the angle made by 
each shock wave with the y«-axis varied, v attained a maximum 
value, dependent upon R , where
H hme V (1.46)
Typically the maximum Alfven*»îiach number
Me max maxB (1.4?)
is of order 0*1 for = 10me
R = 10' me
decreasing slowly to 0,02 where
Several objections have been raised against Petschek*s 
mechanism (Green and Sweet, 1966; Priest, 1972) and alternative 
solutions to the reconnection problem have been proposed by Sonnerup (1970)
ya.
y
>  X
y
T —
c
y
> x
Figure 7-
Schematic representations of one quadrant of the 
various reconnection models due to (a) petschek
(b) Sonnerup (c) Teh and Axford and (d) Soward and 
Priest (from Priest "1976).
 > ■- magnetic field lines •—•— shock waves «-«^stream line:
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and Yeh and Axford (19?0)* Unfortunately, both models contain 
four extra discontinuities (OB in Figures 7 b and 7 c) which are not 
physically acceptable, as they have to be generated at corners 
situated in the external flow region# Furthermore Bonnerup*s 
model may be regarded as a special case of Yeh and Axford’s, and 
Fasyliimas (1975) was able to show that the latter model was 
mathematically unsound#
Recently Soward and Priest (1976) have solved the reconnection 
problem with a single discontinuity per quadrant, but relaxing the 
restriction, imposed by Petschek, that the shock wave should remain 
straight# Their analysis is more rigorous than Petschek's order- 
of-magnitude one, and is fairly lengthy. It is summarised by 
Priest and Soward (1976) in I*A,U# Symposium No# 71# They find 
that the shocks, magnetic field lines, and velocity streamlines are 
all curved as indicated in Figure 7 d#
The inflow speed is found to be
V V.1 :r(8 Re 1
(1.48)
where
TT
8M.1
+ log Le( T h .1 (1.49)
and L are defined by equations (1.43) and (1.44) and
M. =^ B.1 (1.50)
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is the Alfvén-î'Ie.oh number at a distance ^ from the neutral point, 
Using tlnk. condition
"^i i^ = "^0 %  ~ ' (1.51)
due to the constancy of the electric field, equations (1#43, (1.44) 
(1*45)$ (l*48), (1*49) and (I.30) are solved for the relationship
= JL. + 1  loSe “i ' C'52)Ï 2w ~  m r
/between the Alfven-%ch lumbers M. and M and R #1 e me
Differentiation of equation (l#52) vrltli respect to M. for constant
R , yields a maximum value for M , occurring tAien I'L - lYT/i*. ,
In Figure 8, tlie values of plotted against log.^ R#^^\UlcxX/ Iv/ )u0
to indicate the comparison with Petschek fg original values for the 
maximum reconnection rate. Soward and Priest find a somewhat 
lower rate, for a given value of R ^ than did Petschek.
An alternative approach to the problem of determining the 
maximum reconnection rate was used by Roberts and Priest (1975).
They retain Petschek*s original configuration with four straight 
discontinuities, but make allowance for the finite length of the 
diffusion region and include a non-zero angle between the shock waves 
and the y-axis (see Figure 9). A detailed analysis of the external 
region lying upstream of the shoclcs again reveals a lower maximum 
reconnection rate compared with Petschek’s original estimates. The 
resulting values of very close to those obtained by
0.5
0.2 Mp,,, [^Petschek]
G  MAX
0 10.02.0
Log,„R
Values of Me,
10' 'me
Figure 8.
'max obtained by Seward and Priest (1976) 
as a function of The corresponding values
obtained by Petschek are also shovm (from Priest 
and Soward, 1976).
Figure 9.
The geometry of one quadrant of the external region 
used by Roberts and Priest in solving the boundary- 
value problem in the upstream region, bounded 
by the heavy lines in the figure (from Roberts and 
Priest, 1976)•
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toward and Priest (197&), shown in Figure 8#
C« Stability«
Any diGCussiozi of magnetohydrodynamlo phenomena snch as current 
slieets should Include some comment on the stability of a system 
where equilibrium has been established* A large number of current 
sheet instabilities have been investigated e*g* (Forth et al., 1963; 
Chapman and Kendall, 1963; Priest and Ileyvaerts, 1975), but attention 
will be focussed on one particular aspect: namely, a possible
instability responsible for the triggering of solar flares.
It was Sweet (l9&9) who suggested that the preflare state 
must be in a metastable state* That is, stable for small 
perturbations, but unable to find a neighbouring stable equilibrium 
after a sufficiently large perturbation. Furthermore, he asserts 
that a trigger mechanism due to a thermal instability is as yet the 
only rigorously established metastable state* Recently Ileyvaerts 
and Priest (1976) have investigated a current sheet instability 
which may be produced as the sheet evolves from one stable thermal 
equilibrium to another* They consider the thermal energy balance 
inside a current sheet, formed above an emerging flux region, the 
energy conservation equation being
E = J + H + K - R , (1.33)
in which E represents the convective gain in thermal energy through 
the sheet, while J , II and K are the joule heating, mechanical 
heating and conduction terms respectively. R represents the radiative
1.4 AIMS 0? TEI8 TBE8I8
In this thesis three problems are considered.
Firstly, the development of two-dimensional current sheets 
is pursued using Green's (1965) analytic technique, the position and
cooling. Each term in equation (1,33) was approximated and the 
resulting equation solved for the temperature (T ) at the centre 
of the current sheet* Figure 10 shows schematically the type of |
solution curve to equation (1,53) obtained by Heyvaerts and Priest,
Here, T is plotted against the height above the photosphere of 
the sheet. Lower in the solar atmosphere the current sheet 
follows the lower ("cool") part of the curve passing through a 
series of equilibria between A and B » However, at a critical 
height, a further increase necessitates a sudden heating of the 
interior of the sheet as it seeks a new equilibrium position at D,
During this dynamical process, a point (c^  is reached where current- ;
driven mlcroinstabilities arise. Particles may foe accelerated to
high velocities, escaping along field lines, Heyvaerts and Priest -
suggest that it is at this point that the flare is triggered,
giving rise to the short impulsive phase characterised by the
production of high energy particles,
The above ideas were further developed and incorporated into ^
the flux model" for solar flares of Heyvaerts et al,,
1976. Byrovatskii (1976) found qualitatively similar results to 
those of Heyvaerts and Priest, but his analysis neglects all heat 
sources except joule heating which is balanced by radiation losses.
TURB
— -----------Height (h)CRIT
Figure 10.
The temperature in the current sheet as a function 
of height h in the solar atmosphere. ^turb 
the threshold at which the critical current density 
for turbulence onset is surpassed.
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shape of current sheets in more general situations than have 
previously been considered are deduced* Furthermore the energy 
stored in excess of potential is determined for two oases of 
particular relevance to the solar flare problem. Green*s method 
itself is supported by showing that the equation for the magnetic 
field for converging line sources can be obtained by an alternative 
method#
In the subsequent chapter, a method is given for obtaining 
the current distribution in, and position of, a neutral sheet 
formed in three-dimensional space. By imposing the condition 
of eodLel egmrnKduy the equations governing the magnetic field 
are reduced to an integral equation. This is solved numerically.
Finally, the problem of the solar flare trigger mechanism 
is investigated, extending and reviewing the ideas of Heyvaerts 
and Priest (1976)* Thé effects of finite current sheet width 
limitations are taken into account. Also, the equations are 
modified to include a region, lower in the atmosphere, where steady
reconnection does not occur# Some light is shed on the distinction
Ibetween commonly occurring flare types (the impulsive and non- i
impulsive events), on the basis of this work.
CHAPTER 2.
TW0-DIMEN8I0HA1, CURRENT SHEET FORMATION AMD MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE.
In this chapter, two-dimensional current sheets that are 
formed between line sources are investigated. Firstly, Green’s 
(1965) results for converging line currents are reproduced to 
illustrate a possible alternative method. Then his work is 
extended to determine the length of the current sheet so formed.
The remaining sections concentrate on the magnetic fields generated 
by line dipoles, and the problems of determining the lengths, shapes 
and positions of current sheets formed by them. In addition the 
energy stored by the sheet bearing magnetic field, in excess of 
potential, is calculated for some cases.
2.1. CURRENT 8HEBT FORMATION BETWEEN CONVERGING LINE CURRMT8.
Green's (1965) technique for determining the magnetic field 
between two converging line sources (reviewed in Section I.3) is 
largely one of "solution by inspection". The magnetic field 
(equation (l#4o) ) is seen to satisfy the boundary conditions at the 
sheet, at large distances from the sources, and as one approaches the 
sources themselves. The expression for H(sa) is chosen to be an 
analytic function and therefore is necessarily a solution to Laplace*s 
equation. Furthermore, since a solution to Laplace's equation has 
been found, which satisfies all the given boundary conditions, it 
must be unique. Nevertheless, the method is a powerful one when 
considering two-dimensional fields and is subsequently used in this
chapter* However, It cannot be extended to include the three- 
dimensional case* In this section Green's results are reproduced 
using an alternative approach, which, despite its length, gives a 
valuable clue to solving the three-dimensional problem in Chapter 3* 
Consider two line currents of strength 4tti, (directed into 
the page), situated at of the complex plane J  ~ Ç + i(Y^
The magnetic field (in M.K.8. units) due to the source at
/Yj = +, Ug, is given by
H«s(S) = 421 (2,1)ta
that is
(2.2)
splitting into real and imaginary parts.
If the source at 5* ~ ia , and its image below the Ç  -axis
now converge to the new positions Ç = +,la , a current sheet is
assumed to form along the ^  -axis between ^  = +, L (Figure 11),
The problem is to determine the field H(^ ) in the upper-half plane 
subject to the following boundary conditionsî
(i) = 0 on /n = 0, I §  I >
Figure 11.
Schematic representation of the magnetic field . 
lines in the upper half 5"~plane. The field lines 
are perpendicular to the -axis for |'§| >L and 
parallel for |Ç[ <L.
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H/y| = 0 on /i| = 0, 1^1 <  L 5
(ill) HCf ) 2:? o as j ç ^  oo Î
(iv) H( Ç ) as 5 “ — ^ ia •
The last condition is not a true boundary condition, but a 
requirement that the field, assumes the usual form near the line 
source.
Since an analytic solution ia being sought, the principal of 
superposition allows the field E (^  ) to be split into two components,
H( g ) = H ( S' ) H H ), (2.3)
where H^(Ç ) and H^( ) represent the contributions due to the
line sources and the current sheet respectively. H (Ç  ) is 
completely knovm, and is given by equation (2.1) with the aero 
subscript suppressed. This expedient reduces the task to that of
determining the field H^( Ç* ) subject to the new boundary conditions?
H (T  ) = - H = 2 I a on Of) = 0, I S; I > LKXJ c- -  S ag r — 5" I^
(ii) ) a on ^  = 0 15 l< L;
(Hi) H (Ç ) «  ssmssi. _ ^ o  aa |P| — . 0 ,° 5 ^
Conditions (i) and (ii) are simply deduced by subtracting the relevant
38.
component of H^( ) given by equation (2*2 ) with /Yj s: 0 , along the
g  -axis, while the third follows from equation (2#3) and the fact 
that % (  ^  ) itself scales as 1/g" as ^ tend© to infinity*
Such two-dimensional, mixed boundary value problems have been 
discussed at length by Muskelishvili (1946), who reduces the problem 
to one of solving an integral equation* The solution to the above 
problem is given as
•Hoo
i r l j ç  - b
h(tV/ b - b -
^ b — a  b
(2*4)
oO
(see Muekelishvili (1946) p* 232)*
Here a = - 1 , b = + L and h(t) is given by the boundary conditions
as
h(t) =
2 I t 
(t^ + af)
2 il a
(t^ + a^)
<  L,
(2.5)
The constant C is determined by condition (iii) as follows, 
In general the first term in equation (2,4) is unbounded as
^  b * Tlxus, by choosing
4.00
C ^ - jl h ( O  d t
t t L /t ~ct /t  - b
— oo
(2.6)
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the right hand side of equation (2.4) becomes bounded for all 
finite ^  «
With these substitutions the field becomes equal to
a n a d t
TT l
_a_LWt
Rk
> (2.7)
in which the range of integration has been split into the two domains 
and R^ , for which It I >  L. and jt I <  L  respectively.
Adding 4-L
2Ialdt
Ct-f
— L
to the first integral in equation (2,?) and subtracting it from the 
second one yields
( C ) =  -g 1 Æ I ÏTTU
r 4. DO
la dt
“*L
(■fe - r  )
00 (2.8)
6b - la ^) dt
Ct -
40.
The first integral in equation (2.8) may be evaluated by completing 
the contour in the upper half t-plane and calculating the residues 
in the usual manner, while the second can be split into standard 
forms using partial fractions. After some manipulation the net 
result is,
H e  (r)
?
and so
T  + c a Sa
u Lo? 'AJ
H -  .4.0% ( f - C )
(2.9)
Finally a rotation of the axis through 90 effected by the substitution 
^  = i z , reduces equation (2*9) to Green's original result^
i llv
P p '24al(z + L ) 
(a" + b Z ) ? ^
(2.10)
z"-)
Green did not pursue his analysis much beyond this point. He 
indicated that 1 and I could be determined by conditions of flux 
conservation as the sources converged. However, of greatest interest 
from the point of view of the flare problem would be to determine 
the length of the sheet ( L )• For simplicity, I will be kept 
constant, although this restriction may lead to erroneous results, 
especially for large displacements. A further assumption must be
41
Imposed, namely that each line source has finite size* The need for 
this restriction arises because the magnetic flux crossing any contour 
radiating from a line source is infinite in this model* Each source 
is therefore assigned a radius é: (assumed constant) that is much
smaller than a and L.
The flux Fg which initially outs the real axis between the 
origin and x = a^ - ^ (the edge of the line source) is given by
«o--^
o ■DC (2.11)
o
which using equation (1*39) becomes
o (2.12)
to first order in €L
If the sources now approach, allowing no reconnection, the 
flux F between the origin and the source at % = a will be the 
same as F^ and equal to
Q — ê.
d o c  ?
vjo
H
y O
giving
(l ^ h-x^. dx
a z
o
(2.13)
«a»)
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using equation (2.10). To lowest order in ^  this becomes
r H-c)
-L.
[" I C^ t-Q ) j
UTo^o,3e e.L-1 a
(2.14)
•Equating F and Fg , the flux conservation condition reduces to
2 Ccse-ch (4.')
(i + c % y
H-lo L| a X. lo^ J  a \ .^ 0(2.15)
Inspection of the above equation reveals a singularity as a/a.•— jr. 
At this point L becomes infinite indicating that the assumptions made 
about the constancy of I and g. do not allow the result to be 
taken to such a low value of a/a^ • The graph of L/a^ against
a/a. (Figure 12) shows the increase in length of the current sheet down 
to a/aQ= jr. An improved analysis, in which I and <£■ were allowed 
to vary, would be needed to produce a more useful result for the length 
(L).
The foregoing analysis could be revised for the situation in 
which the line currents diverge to form a sheet along the x-ams* The 
magnetic field produced could again be represented by a simple analytic 
function of z , and the constancy of the flux between the end of 
the sheet and the source be used to determine L »
50 0 0.5
a / Q o
1.0
Figure '12.
The length L of the current sheet formed between
two line sources as the distance a between them decreases*
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2*2* THE FORMATION OF CQERmT SHEBTg BETMBBM DIPOLES OF ÜMËQUAI, STEmGTH.
The example chosen by Priest and Haadu (1975) to illustrate 
the formation of a current sheet was symmetric about the x«axls (Figure 4) 
and hence only a straight sheet was studied. In Sections (2, 2) and 
(2 # 3)* the restrictions of symmetry are relaxed so that the 
resulting current sheets will be curved, as one may expect in more 
realistic circumstances. For instance, the formation of a current 
sheet between an established active region and an emerging pair of 
satellite sunspots near its edge may be modelled by two line dipoles, 
the moment of the smaller one increasing in strength. Such a model 
is presented in this section. Contrastingly section (2.4) deals with 
the sheet formation when new flux (approximated by a line dipole of 
increasing moment), presses up against a pre-existing, uniform 
magnetic field. This situation may occur in fibril crossings, 
where flares are sometimes located (Zirin and Taraka, 1973) and may 
be relevant to X-ray bright point flares.
The approximation of bipolar magnetic fields by simple line 
dipoles is not too inaccurate for two regions whose dimensions are 
much smaller than their separation. Thus, the coronal bipolar 
magnetic fields bridging two or more active regions, recently 
observed from Skylab (iSheeley et al., 1976) may be modelled in this ^
way. The approximations may also provide some useful information 
for smaller scale lengths and it is used in the following sections 
for simplicity.
Consider the magnetic field due to two line dipole sources of
moment (2 xr D^/ ^  )x at x ~ -t- a in the complex s-plane, and 
(2 tT )£ at X = - a (Figure 13a). Assume that, at some initial
time, D & D_ and the field is potential, that is, in its minimum 
energy state* It may then be represented by the following analytic 
function of the complex variable % = % + iy,
- I B  =. +  — E A — _  (2.16)
The X-type neutral point present in this initial configuration is 
located at
\ - /( ~~ Do \ 2.L0  ^ÇDo Dpt )
a  +  T>o)
(2.17)
which is clearly at a distance from the origin*
If the moment of the smaller dipole increases, keeping its 
position fixed, a current sheet is assumed to form as the field lines 
of opposite polarity on either side of the neutral point are pressed 
together* The new field is shown diagrammatically in Figure 13b.
A similar effect would occur if the moments remained constant, while 
the distance between the sources decreased, a possibility which is 
discussed at the end of the section.
The new magnetic field is assumed to be current-free everywhere 
outside the current sheet and dipoles. It may therefore be represented 
by an analytic function of z that behaves like
constant(z + a )
a + Q
Figure 15a-
Schematic representation of the magnetic field 
configuration in the plane perpendicular to two 
line dipoles at x=±a, for the purely potential 
situation, with a neutral point at
+a
Figure
Schematic representation of the magnetic field 
configuration in the plane perpendicular to two 
line dipoles at x=*a, after an increase in moment 
of the smaller dipole resulting in the formation 
of a current sheet between = r^exp(iG^) and
%2 ~ r2exp(i©2)«
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near z = jh a and '4lbefsatisfying, following boundary conditions!
(i) aa |z I --(> oo . I B I ~  q
(ii) By = 0 on the real axis (z ^ a).
The sheet and its image below the axis are represented by branch cuts
* *from tc Zg , and to Zg ♦ respectively (a star denoting
the complex conjugate). The field possessing these properties is
B( z ) ^  &  « iB^ = E 1^(2 - z^)(z - ZgïCa - )(z - Zp )j
(2.18)
where E is a constant to be determined, and the square roots
are defined so as to give the cuts* In the particular case where
$ *the dipole moments are equal, , Zg = - Zg and so the
original result of Priest and Haadu (1975), with z^  = ip and 
Zg = iq, is recovered.
The current sheet, and hence the branch out representing it, 
will now be curved owing to the departure from symmetry. However, 
its shape does not affect the form of equation (2,18), as a branch 
out may follow any simply connected path between its end points.
The precise form adopted by the sheet will be deduced from 
considerations of flux conservation.
The five unknown quantities i;^ , Zg = Xg -t- iy^ and
E can be determined from the behaviour of the field near = +, a
46.
and tho frozen"*!!! flux conditions#
Firstly, as approaches a**, the expression for B(z) 
in equation (2*l8) must reduce to that of dipole fields with 
moments D( > IL) at and at n « + a* From these
condltiono,
24 Da'
[ (a -* g^)(a *» )(a ♦*» &p )| ^ , (z— a)
(2.19)
E ÏS 4-.
|(a + B^)(a + ^ 7 (a— > "* a).
Next# the magnetic flux oroooing a contour that stretchoa from
the neutral point (z») to tho real axia in Figure 13a must bo the 
eame as that orosalng its counterpart from a # in the final 
configuration# Figure 13b. Equating these fluxes# one obtains
r BH
B ox X- X, y =o O
B cUX -= X
or# having substituted for from equation (2*16)
J-r( %
a o % (2,20)
where the integral on the right hand side has to be evaluated 
nimerioally*
Finally# the flux crossing the positive imaginary axis in 
the two figures can be equated* For the initial configuration this
47.
is just oC>r
Box x = 0
O
which, on substitution for , Is identically aero, a result one
might have deduced from physical considerations as follows# The 
number of lines of force crossing the positive y-eocis from left to 
right in Figure 13 a must be the same as that crossing in the opposite 
direction. This follows directly from the fact that equal numbers 
of lines of force must leave and enter each dipole source. Since, 
in an intuitive manner, the magnetic flux is proportional to the 
number of field, lines crossing a chosen contour, then clearly the 
net flux threading the y-axis must be zero.
The flux crossing the positive y^axis in the final 
configuration is given by
■+■ oCs
B . ’
X =r O
J_ 1"
%  Jnm
o U “ — oO (2.21)
The integral on the right hand side may be evaluated by completing 
the contour and calculating the enclosed residues. By choosing 
contours that pass either side of the branch outs, the two independent 
conditions
-L f a J'v.
-h GOr
ciL— cxti
o
J_ (0 r3 Jen d‘2 -= oL R- J
y - oO
(2.22)
are obtained, where L and B denote contours to the left and 
right of the cuts respectively. Calculating the residue at 
a = « a , the first condition yields
a-g. a*z. a-g.
(2 .23)
while, from the second condition, using the residue at g = + a 
gives
1
a+g.
1
a+z. a+g.
(2.24)
Equations (2.3^, (2.23) and (2.24) may be greatly simplified 
to produce the following set of relations
a = r_ Tg (2 .23)
I CÆ»S Cl ^  -c r~,
2.
9-ar.
D
D  -t-DA y (2.26)
E = 2a r^(D + D^) 
(r^^ + a^)
(2 .27)
where r.^ exp(i ^^) and r^ exp(i ^ g )  are the polar representations 
of and a^» respectively. Equations (2.25) and (2.26) have a 
simple geometric interpretation. The latter implies that the and 
points of the current sheet are constrained to lie on a straight line 
through the origin, while from equation (2.25), they are seen to be
4-9"
inverse points with respect to a circle of radius a , centred at 
the origin. These results suggest that the magnetic field for the 
asymmetric situation being studied here may be derived by a simple 
mapping of the symmetrical field investigated by Priest and Haadu* 
However, no transformation was found that could map one field onto 
the other*
As well as the end-points, the shape of the current sheet 
may be determined, since the flux (?) crossing an ordinate between the 
real axis and a point (x\, y ) lying on the sheet, namelyto
B % = X , (2.28)s
must remain constant for between and * Equation (2*28) 
thus determines y_ as a function of and can be evaluatedS B
numerically. As D increases in value, the shape and position of 
the current sheet change. In Figure 14, a particular case is 
shown where the locus of the end points of the sheet is plotted 
(dashed curve). The ratio of the dipole moments (D/D.) is assumed 
to be initially 0.01, increasing finally to D/D^ = 1*0. Several 
plots of the shape of the sheet are superimposed.
The current sheet is curved away from the smaller dipole. 
The magnetic pressure and tension must balance everywhere outside 
the sources. In particular, since the magnetic field increases 
more rapidly on the lower side of the sheet than above, the
0.76
D/D  ^= 0.16
N.'- z-T/Q
x /a
Figure 14.
The locus (dashed) of the end points of a current 
sheet as the moment of a dipole at x=~a increases 
from O.OIDj^ to , where is the moment of a 
constant dipole at x=a. Several examples of the 
sheet, showing its shape are superimposed.
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corresponding pressure difference must be balanced by the tension 
along the field lines which results from the curvature shown. As 
D approaches the curvature decreases until* in the limit* the
symmetrical situation investigated by Priest and Haadu (1975) is 
reached.
A current sheet may also be formed if the dipoles were to
move towards each other while their moments remained constant. The 
analysis would be almost identical to the above with Dq and 
constant, but the dipole sources moving from some initial position 
z = ± & Q  8ay$ to z ™ a (a <  a^). Equations (2,23) to (2.2? ) 
would hold (with D ^  IL), the end points of the sheet still being 
constrained to lie on a radius vector from the origin. In equation 
(2 .20)* the left hand side is just
(Do Da )‘
%
and the computation of and may be carried out as before. 
Again* the shape of the current sheet may be found from equation 
(2.28)*
In Figure 13 a few examples of the locus of the end points 
of the current sheet are plotted against the decreasing dipole 
separation (a/a^).
Figure I6 shows the variation in the angle of inclination
( ^ ^ )  as a/a^ decreases. As the ratio of the dipole moments 
(Dq/D^) approaches unity, the current sheet becomes straighten 
and closer to the vertical axis, until in the limit ^2. “  ^ ’ the
symmetrical case with a straight sheet is obtained.
r^/a,
r, la q la
1 0
A / a ,  /
/  A ^ l a ^
\ ID ^ = 0 .2 / X  D,/D,=0.01
Figure 15.
The loci of the end points (r^/&Q and rg/ag) of 
the current sheet for 0.2 and
0.01 * as the dipole separation a/sQ decreases.
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2.3. OmE ENERGY ASSOCIATED WITH THE MAGNETIC FIELD.
Having obtained  ^z. and Zg , the energy associated with 
the magnetic field may be determined. In particular, the energy 
stored in excess of potential due to the presence of the current 
sheet may be evaluated.
The magnetic energy is normally given by the Integral
VJ ~ — E  E  clxd^y
evaluated over the entire (x,y)»plane. Alternatively, following 
Priest and Raadu (1975)» a numerical evaluation of the double 
integral may be avoided by considering the self and mutual energies 
of the sources of the field.
The energy W associated with a particular field that arises 
from n sources may be expressed as
n ^
= 2  -- Z  .
-L- 1 (8.29)
where W. is just the self energy of the source ,
W  , c _L
J l
àV (2.30)
and W the "mutual" or interaction energy
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W -(w\ X dv'm (2.31)
between sources t and m # In equations (2#30) and (2.31) j is
Athe current density and k the vector potential for the magnetic 
field due to the source « Alternatively, if one of the sources, 
m say, is a dipole of moment (2(1 D / ^ )x , then equation (2.31) 
becomes
w•im ( ^ ) APC B -fYl (2.32)
Where B , ^ is the magnetic induction at the position of the dipole 
m due to the source (Coulson, 1938, p.4o).
Hie magnetic field given by equation (2.I8) arises from four 
sources! the two dipoles, the current sheet and its image below the 
axis, denoted by the subscripts 1,2 ,3 and 4 respectively. Thus, the 
energy W , for the entire complex plane, may be written
i.'31
U = -h Wg W3 + w^2 “13 + *23 " *24 + *34 > (2.33)
which may be compared with that (W ) of the initial (purely potential)
field,
Wp = ^1 + ^2 + ^12 (2,24)
The self energies of the dipoles are infinite if one assumes
33*
them to have zero dimensions. However for the applications in mind 
in this thesis, namely bipolar regions, the sources have some finite 
size* To simulate this each dipole is assumed to have a constant
radius r0 Then, using equations (2.30) and (2*31) the energy
becomes
? II ( D A ' ^ 4  X > o ) D o  D o:2_ Q' (2.35)
By contrast, the magnetic energy W , in the upper half plane, 
due to the presence of the current sheet and its image alone, is
Wg = i % \ «31 + «32 + «14 + «24 + «34)' (2.36)
Which, using conditions of symmetry and equations (2.30) and (2.31)
becomes
w s
r
a
i d U (ft, 4- A^,) j d v  ) (2.37)
where A is just the potential at the sheet due to all sources# If 
one assumes that no reconnection has occurred, A is the same as the
potential at the neutral point N in the initial situation, namely
3n-
zr -
(2.38)
o
which, having used equation (2 *l6)becomes (D^/D^)^/a, The first
integral, W , say, in equation (2*3 7) may be written
v4^ a
A dS— s
f
V^ B - A3 dS
Zj\'\j2js,bz
where equations (l,6) and Cl*?) have been used, Now, for a thin 
box about the current sheet, A is approximately constant, and so,
using Stokes’ theorem,
w,s, &
a- (2.39)
where B(z) E
^ ~j
( )(z«Z2 ) I
(%2_a2)2
the integral being evalued along the right hand side of the branch cut. 
A numerical integration is needed for this. The second integral 
in equation (2,37) becomes
-IT Dn)
? xo_
- ct^ (2.40)
0.8
0.6
0.2
O À 0.6 0.80.2
D/a
Figure 1?.
The stored magnetic energy due to the presence 
of the current sheet, relative to the mutual energy 
|v(|2f of the dipoles, as the moment of the smaller 
dipole increases.
1.0
0.5 D o / D ,  =1.0
0.5
0 0.5
a/Qo
1.0
Figure 18.
The stored magnetic energy due to the presence 
of the current sheet, relative to the mutual energy 
V^2 of the dipoles, as two dipoles of moment 2)^  
and converge.
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having osed equations (2.18) and (2.29).
In. Figure 17 the stored energy is plotted against
as the moment D of the smaller dipole increases. la
there normalised with respect to the magnitude of the mutual energy 
for the dipole sources alone# According to equation (2#$5) 
the ratio of the total dipole source energy W to is
y»l2 - " Do ) / 2 “ 1. Ca-'-'D
which depends on the particular value one takes for the source size si
r* * The stored energy , normalised with respect to may
then be calculated from equations (2.37)* (2.39), (2.4o) and (2.4l) 
for given r^ . For example, with a source size r^ of order a ,
an increase in moment from 0.01 D. would provide
W^/W ~0.01. If instead r^ = a/5^ ^g/^ip much larger, and 
an increase from 0*1 to 0.20 It would be required to produce
the same ratio of stored to potential energy#
On the other hand one may estimate the energy stored, in 
excess of potential, as the dipoles converge, their moments being 
kept constant* In Figure l8, plots of stored energy are shown for 
various values of IL/D^ as a/a^ decreases.
2.4* CURRENT SHEET FORMATION ABOVE AM INCREASING DIPOLAR SOURCE.
Another interesting configuration arises when a dipole, of 
increasing moment, lies in a uniform magnetic field* Again, it is 
assumed that a current sheet forms as oppositely opposed flux is 
compressed at the x^type neutral point in the magnetic field.
Figures 19 (a) and 19 (b) illustrate the behaviour
J
-
(a) X
Figure 19a.
A schematic representation of the magnetic field 
due to a dipole of increasing moment in a uniform 
field. The initial, current-free situation.
(b) X
• cr
Figure 19b.
A schematic representation of the magnetic field 
due to a dipole of increasing moment in a uniform 
field. The final field bearing a current sheet 
joining and Zg.
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of the field diagrammatically.
Suppose that initially there are no currents outside a 
dipole of moment (2 IT H ^ / , that is situated at the origin.
% e  ambient field Jb == (b,0,0) is taken to be uniform. As in 
section 2.2, it is assumed that no reconnection occurs as the moment 
of the dipole increases to (2'Tî J)/ y. )x , so that a current sheet 
forms about the x-^ type neutral point as the dipolar and uniform fields 
press together.
IRie initial field may be represented by the analytic function
= % c>x b  -
D o2_ (2.42)
and similarly for the final field
%/Z: -2=
% 2 (2.43)
where the end points of the current sheet are z and (by symmetry)
*» « z. # The roots are defined to give the branch cuts from
*  ^to Zg and to .
Unlike the previous case there are now (due to symmetry of 
the field) only three unknowns to be found, namely B and = x.+ iyj. 
These may be determined from the boundary conditions at infinity where 
the field becomes uniform, and at the origin where the dipolar
7^,
behaviour of the source dominates, together with one condition of 
flux conservation. The boundary conditions yield
E = b (2.44)
from the behaviour at infinity, and
b ,
from that at the origin.
Tlie choice of flux condition is somewhat restricted by the presence 
of the uniform field which, in the ideal model presented here, is 
of infinite extent. For example, the flux crossing the positive 
y-axis is infinite. A contour stretching from the neutral point
(2.45)
a/ b
to X = cx> , parallel to the x-axis is therefore chosen for the flux 
condition. Initially the flux F^ crossing this contour is 
calculated from
oO
r
fjm clx
y “"Sh
D<'O
IN
(2.46)
having substituted from equation (2.42), Equating F^ to the flux 
between x = x^ and x = co (y - y^), the final condition is
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■JK-K. (2.4?)
which has to be numerically evaluated*
The integration in equation (2.47) is not straightforward, 
owing to the infinite upper limit# Suppose that the range of 
integration were to bo split at some large value of x , X say. 
The integral on the right hand side then becomes
X
im
Ai
d x
OOr r
'’A*" vj
A/ 2.X
clX
Now, for sufficiently large X , the integrand of the latter 
contribution can be expanded as an infinite series to give
OO
m
X.y
..... ) d x
Which to highest order is
59
- -  1
r -
d x
X X
Hence by taking a large but finite upper limit of integration, the
truncation error may be justifiably neglected* In practice an upper 
limit of X - 50 was used in the computation*
In Figure 20, the position of z. is plotted as the dipole 
moment of D increases relative to its original value D., It is 
seen that the locus of z^  tends, approximately, to a straight line 
for D/:[y much greater than 1.5* Again a few examples of the shape 
of the current sheet are shown, deduced from the flux condition (2*28 )< 
The flux conditions (2*4?) for the end point z. may be 
rearranged, using equations (2.4$) and (2.44), to
cvO
! u f Æ3SSIÆÎ)
(2.48)
where x = x/j^^ and Z ™ % -j- i(y^/^^)* The condition is therefore of
the form
1 = f
y
Y n
figure 20.
The position of the end point of the
current sheet which forms between a constant 
horizontal field and a dipole (at the origin) 
whose moment increases. The shape of the right 
hand of the sheet is shown for a few cases.
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for some function f , and so the slope of the curve shown in
Figure 20 is independent of For large the gradient is
approximately 0.8.
Similar methods to those outlined in the previous section
may be used to evaluate the energy stored in this configuration.
Again, infinite energies result from the idealized magnetic field
source used. This difficulty is overcome by assigning a finite
size, Tq , for the dipole source, as before, and also a length scale,
for the extent of the ambient field
The potential energy (W ) associated with the initiallyP
current-free field is
r r  "  4 - 1 / s  V / (2.49)
normalized with respect to the mutual energy, W^, between the dipole 
and the uniform magnetic field,
= - a T t - p ^ b
A
In the final state the magnetic energy due to the presence of the 
current sheet in the upper-half plane is given by
\  = “3 + ^ 3  *''23 + 2 %  • (2.50)
where the subscripts 1, 2, 3 and 4 refer to the uniform field, the 
dipole and the current sheet and its image, respectively. Using
61
equations (2.30), (2.31) and (2 .32), the stored energy may be rewritten
as
r
vJ.
djX. (2.31)
where is the potential due to the field b at the sheet, and may
be approximated by by« for sheets of small length compared with 
Y«. Also
—1
is the potential due to the entire field at the current sheet. The
integral in equation (2.51) may, after using Stokes* theorem, be 
approximated by
a
A
where B(%) is given by (2.43), Equation (2*51 ) therefore reduces to
0.3
0.2
D/Do
Figure 21.
The stored magnetic energy for a dipole of moment 
D emerging into a uniform field, relative to the 
mutual energy between the dipole and the uniform 
background field.
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(2.52]
the integral being evaluated along the top of the branch cut. % e  
results of the numerical computation of the stored energy are shown 
in Figure 21 where | plotted as a function D/D^ .
2.5. SmSBT FOmiATION mClVBBN DIVEmiNG DIPOLE 80IRCE8.
As a final illustration of current sheet formation, the 
situation that arises when two sources are moved apart is investigated. 
Syrovatskii (1966) points out that for the two line currents 
considered in his model, separation of the sources would result in 
a current sheet being formed along the horizontal rather than the 
vertical axis. This is equivalent to a rotation of the axes in 
Figure 3 through 90^, In this section the current sheet formed 
between two dipoles, moving away from each other, is studied.
Suppose that initially there are no currents outside two 
dipole sources of moment (2 n D/y,i ) ^  , situated at x = j; a^ of the 
complex plane. Assuming no reconnection occurs as the dipoles move 
to their new positions x = +, a (a a current sheet will form
about the neutral point as the field lines above and below it are 
drawn together (Figure 22.)
In the usual manner the analytic expression for the initial
X-a
(a)
+a0
+a
Figure 22.
A schematic representation of the magnetic field 
due to two dipoles of equal moment, (a) in the initial 
current-free situation, (b) after the dipoles have 
moved to their nev/ positions x=±a (a>a^); a current 
sheet joins and Zg*
field is
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Bo(z) = i mOy 2D(z:^  +
(:
(2.53)
and similarly for the final field
BCa) ~ B « i BX y E
(.2 .“ 2)2 (2.54)
where the square roots are defined to give the outs. By symmetry,
and = - z. The constant E may be determined
2 2from the behaviour of the field as a — ç?- a ; hence
E (2.55)
The two remaining unknowns, x^ and y^ are deduced from the 
flux conditions. Firstly, equating the total flux cressing the 
y-axis in both cases (it is identically zero as in section 2.2), yields the 
condition
O
oo
X - O
o
or
O
c-o
a 2\2
o O
d 3
(2.56)
since the integrand is an even function. Completing the contour and
64 »
calctîlating the residues, equation (2.56) reduces to
2 2 4Zp = a ,
*which with z^  = «• becomes simply
r = a , (2.57)
where r = \z^ \ ~ |a^| . As in section 2.2, the flux conservation■“I “ 2
equations produce an extremely simple result that points to the 
existence of a mapping from one current sheet bearing field to 
another# Again, however, no transformation could be found# The 
second condition is obtained by equating the flux crossing ON In 
the first instance with that crossing the line % = x. from y = 0 
to yI in the final configuration, that is,
Q, èûtu (2.^8)
Finally, the shape of the current sheet may be found using 
equation (2.28), Several examples of this are shown in Figure 23»
2.6# APPLICATION TO 80LAR FLARES#
Two of the configurations discussed in this chapter may be 
used to model possible current sheet formation prior to solar flares. 
The first, in which a dipole increases its moment relative to its much 
larger neighbour, may simulate the emergence of a satellite spot pair 
near the edge of a pre-existing bipolar group# Flare activity is
os
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often observed in these circumstances (Rust, I968), Secondly, when 
new flux emerges directly beneath a uniform magnetic field, a current 
sheet may form as the model in section (2.4) suggests.
The former configuration is similar to that envisaged by 
Priest and Heyvaerts (l9?4) when considering the so-called absorbing 
features discussed by Matres et al# (1972)# They focus their 
attention on absorbing features occurring at the edge of an active 
region. These, it is suggested, may be due to small surges from the 
ends of the current sheet (formed as satellite flux emerges), as it 
becomes unstable.
The model is consistent with the observations of Homologous 
flares. A cycle of events may be envisaged in which flux emerges 
at (for example) the edge of a bipolar flux region, forming a current 
sheet. At some stage the sheet becomes susceptible to an 
instability that triggers a flare and, possibly, the ejection of 
matter in a direction determined by its position. The current sheet 
is then dissipated, and the cycle recurs as flux continues to emerge. 
Subsequent flares will therefore arise from similar magnetic field 
configurations to the first, so accounting for the observed properties 
of homology.
The initial, purely potential, configuration in each case 
represents the minimum energy associated with the system. This
follows directly from the theorem proved in section (1.2). It is
therefore only the energy stored in excess of potential which can be 
released during a flare. This extra energy may be stored when 
chromospheric (and coronal) currents are produced by the relatively 
slow motions of underlying photospheric plasma. The magnetic
Reynolds* number (R ) for a scale length of 10^m and a plasma
speed of order 10^m s  ^ is large (R rv 10^ when the resistivity 
P 2/Y| is about 10" m ’s ) and so the magnetic field may be regarded 
as being "froaen-into" the plasma* The motions of the photospheric
plasma therefore distort the overlying magnetic fields to produce 
two types of current#
(i) Volume currents which satisfy the force-free condition (equation 
(1.21) ) arise from, for example, the twisting motions of the feet
of the flux tubes (Alfven and Carlqvist, 1967*, Anzer, 1968; 
how 1973)*
(ii) A current sheet may evolve at the boundary between converging 
magnetic fltuc regions of opposite polarity (Sweet, 1938 a,b; Sturrock, 
1972).
Although both types may, in general, be associated with flare 
production, only the latter is relevant to the subject of the present 
thesis*
25If one takes typical values of 10 ' j for the total energy
27output of a large event, and 10 j as the energy of a large active 
region (roughly equivalent to a field of 5 x 10 "" tesla contained 
in a volume of 10^ m^) , then the potential field will produce
energy sufficient for a flare if perturbed by a factor of only 1%#
From the Figures 17 and 21, it is clearly seen that such 
energies are easily achieved* In the first example, with a source 
size pQ of order a, an increase in moment from 0,01 to 0*035
would provide W /W 0.01# If instead r^ ™ a/5, W /VJ is much
D/#
larger and an increase from 0.01 D. to 0.25 Is required. For 
an emerging bipolar group, taking source size r^ of order and 
\) Of 10 for the solte of illustration* an increase in dipole 
moment to approximately 1.5 times its original value is sufficient. 
Again, if Tq ~ Y^ _|/5 , say, then the dipole moment needs to increase 
to 1.7 times its initial value to make W ^ W  ^  0.01. In either case 
the corresponding length of the current sheet is small compared with 
a typical length scale for the problem: the dipole separation 2a,
or the height of the initial neutral point Y« .
When applying these idealized models to the solar atmosphere, 
some restrictions must be imposed on the speed at which new magnetic 
flux emerges.
At one extreme the flux must emerge at a speed which is much 
less than the Alfven speed (V^), so that a series of equilibria can 
be established. This assumption is valid sufficiently high in 
the atmosphere. In the photosphere, where the magnetic field strength 
and number density may be 0,1 tesla and 10^ ïïT'^ respectively, the 
Alfven speed is only 2 x 10^ . But, for instance, in the
chromosphere, where the field strength may be 0.01 tesla and the number
density 10^^ , say, the A3.fven speed takes a value 2 x 10^ ms~^ ,
/ 3 4 “*1 \much larger than the observed speeds for emerging flux (10 to 10 ms )
A lower limit for the speed at which flux merges at the 
current sheet is imposed by the assumption that there is no significant 
reconnection. This is a most stringent supposition since the strong 
excess gas pressure inside the current sheet tries to eject plasma 
and magnetic flux from its ends. It is valid provided the flux 
merges at a speed which is much greater than the largest allowable
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reconnection speed V * However. V itself depends on the  ^ max max
details of the reconnection process. In the photosphere and 
chromosphere the latest results (Priest and Howard, 1976) indicate 
that may he as low as Vy^ /40 , for == 10^.
In view of the above restrictions on the validity of present
non-reooimecting current sheet models, it is convenient to divide the 
solar atmosphere into three regimes* Very low down V — V and the 
analysis falls, because appreciable volume currents are present.
At intermediate heights, in perhaps the low chromosphere, V V < V.
and a current sheet forms with no reoonneotion, as desoribed In this 
chapter. Higher up, V (; (uid so the emerging flux reconnects
with the overlying field* Btlll higher, in the lower corona, the 
fluid equations fail and a oolllslonless theory becomes necessary. 
However, in this regime, the theory Is not sufficiently well developed
to determine the limitations on the reconnection process, if It
should prove that reconnection is inhibited in some cases, the present 
analysis may be relevant there too.
r.o
CHAPTER 3
A MODEL FOR A THREE DIMENSIONAL CURRENT SHEET
3*1. THE MAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS,
-ChG techniques so far employed to study the development of 
current sheets rely on the use of complex variable expressions for 
the magnetic field. As soon as an attempt is made to generalize 
to three dimensions, the complex vaa?iable method becomes redundant, 
and a new approach must be sought.
In this chapter, a simple three-dimensional current sheet 
is considered. For simplicity, the symmetric field arising from 
two codirectional magnetic dipole sources of equal moment is 
considered. It is assumed that, as the sources move towards each 
other in a perfectly conducting medium, an annular neutral current 
sheet is formed in the plane midway between them (Figures 24(a) and 
(b) ). This configuration closely resembles the two-dimensional 
picture/which tv/o equal line dipoles approach along the real axis 
of the complex plane to form a current sheet on the imaginary axis 
(Priest and Raadii, 1973). The problem has been set up in spherical 
polar coordinates (^;0* ^  ), although cylindrical coordinates could 
probably have been used. However, there is no azimuthal ( </) ) 
dependence in view of the symmetry of the problem.
Suppose two dipoles, each of moment (2 TT )u, lie initially 
at r = on the radius vectors = 0 and <9- = Tf , where u_ is
a unit vector perpendicular to the = TT /2 plane, that is
o■ # "
o
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a  = (aL = 0
resulting magnetic field is current-free outside the sources
and therefore a scalar potential ^ ^ for the field may be found 
such that
2o = -'^cI^ . (3-1)
where
0 D cos ÏT
D cos 0-
r^  $ Tg, and being shown in Figure 25» that is
2^,.,. H 3/2 D(r cos 4- <X )0  ^   w Br,, C 0 8 ..
<3.2)
If the two dipoles are moved close together without reconnection» aa 
annular current sheet is assumed to form between r - a and r = b 
( ^  = TT/2) about the former neutral line. Again» as there are no 
currents outside the sources on the current sheet, the field B may
be described by a scalar potential ^  • The solution to Laplace’s 
equation,
V  $  = 0 , (5.3)
is therefore required, subject to the boundary conditions imposed 
by the current sheet and the sources. The principle of superposition 
is used to construct a solution which is an Integral sum of the 
potentials arising from the individual current loops which one may 
suppose to malcG up the current sheet,
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The field B may be considered to be due to three sources, 
namely the two dipoles and the current sheet# One then defines $  as
$  - + I p  ' (3.4)
where ^  is the potential arising solely from the current sheet, and
^  U is that arising from the dipole sources#
The potential ^  may be found as follows# The potential 
-ou at a point r = d on the axis of symmetry ( ^  ~ O), due to a
circular current loop of radius ^  in the plane ~ TT /2 is
(Jeans, 1911, p# 34l)
d
(3.5)
where the current in the loop# The right hand side of
equation (35) may be expanded, using the binomial theoremjto yield
Un 4- \
cl C
(\~o
-_Q_
TV (f)
OÛ r\ A4
cl. /
\ Un (3.6)
d >?
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For a point (r, O- ) off the axis of symmetry, the potential ( )
due to a ourrent loop in the &  = 1T /2 plane may be expressed as 
the solution to Laplace’s equation, in spherical polars, as
r X  Anr'n -Û COS. & (3.7)
Because a finite field strength is required on the ^  = 0 axis, the
■ ( n t 1 )terms involving r have been suppressed. The coefficients An
may be determined by the values of the potential along the axis of 
symmetry given by equation (3,6). Thus (j>p becomes
1  - 2  (-Ù 1 ^ ? ) fy  ) p  C<u&&) ^ p )
K\--o zp (n!) \ r / '
(3.8)
a  TT r(p) y  - (SiP)L f f \  P  ( ^ £ © )  i v  y p )
The potential due to the current annulus may bo taken as the
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integral over p  of from a to b $ the inner and outer radii
Care must be taken to split the range of integration 
since p) changes in form at this point* In terms 
of the spherical polars (r, ^  ^ may be written
of the sheet
at
oo
0-0
I
(3.9)
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Tiiô problem le now reduced to that of determining the unknown function 
l i p  ) from the boundary conditions on ^   ^ at - TT /2* These 
conditions are found by subtraction of the (known) boundary conditions 
for and ^t> as follows. Firstly, the <S> ~'TT/2 plane is 
split into two domains, the annular current region (a r Cb) and the 
remaining exterior (O $ r c  a) and (r >  b), denoted by N and M 
respectively. The net field is then normal in M and tangiential 
in N (see Figure 25), so that the boundary conditions on ^  are
6 n
5 t
©-TT/_
O
O-Tÿ-
( \r 5
rrcpv' r iD
(3.10)
where ^ | à n and b ) denote the normal and tangiential
derivatives and îà|Br , respectively. Using equation
(3»2) for the potential due to the two dipoles alone, one has
P
c) $
(9=Tt/%
^  T) (^ r — G  Ql
(3.12)
0=0
9 = ' ^ / 2
Figure 25*
Sketch illustrating some of the parameters used in 
the problem.
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/Subtraction of equation (3*12) from equation (3*10) therefore gives 
the boundary condition© on , namely
b
è t
ai) (r^ - ^
o
(rin m') , 
(3.13)
( t- In M  ) .
These are the boundary conditions to be satisfied by the function ^  which 
is given in (3*9)* Having substituted in (3*13) one finds, after 
some lengthy manipulation, that the second condition is automatically 
satisfied* This result may easily be deduced from physical 
considerations as follows* The magnetic field lines, in a plane 
(p - constant, due to the current sheet alone will form a family 
of closed loops about the two sections of the ourrent sheet in that 
plane* Due to the symmetry of the problem, these field lines will 
be normal to the O  =TT /2 axis in the .M region, and hence 
will be identically zero there* The first condition, however, 
yields the following integral equation for the unknown function I( p  ).
-/■'S
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h
a \r oO
4 - C n l ) ^ r  1-7/ ' 'et
c^ TT ^  C&)n) 1 C'^ o-v-0 Pan 4 %
A-0 4-'’C n O  r
ol b ( r ~ D oL
W:
("a< \r c \>)
(3.14)
ïn the following section a numerical solution of this equation is 
presented*
3*2 MÜMERIOAI1 SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION.
Expanding the Legrendre polynomials in equation (3*14), the 
integral equation for I m a y  be written
rr oO
2
CL
br CKOIA-O  C 1 2.
a t )  (r^ - 3 o / ^ )
(3.15)
j
or in short
r r
OL
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x^ C^i ) i^p) dp =r F(r)
(3.16)
where the kernels K and and the function F(r) are defined
by comparison with the preceding equation*
This integral equation is not strictly a Volterra equation 
although the independent variable r appears as a limit of Integration, 
Using the unit step function U , defined by
L"L {X — Ow ^
equation (3*16) may be written
a
I j ) 11 (^-rj ITCp) dp F (r)
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which is a Fredholm equation of the first kind* However, this does 
not admit an analytic solution so a numerical procedure has been 
applied*
Firstly, the convergence of the kernels K, and Kg must be examined, 
The ratio test reveals that the series converges provided
<  r-
4W" Y\-
when ^  = r, the ratio test fails to determine the convergence of 
the series* Instead, the asymptotic behaviour of the general term 
in either series is considered* Using Stirling's formula
F  " -nI 9 t t  n  ; n  .e
ththe n term in the aeries expansions for and K may be
approximated by
a.
(
(h '')®4
3n
r
c\, JL . j3q_ fJLw n
W .
(n.T 4 "
y \ I
Sn-vl /jl_)
^ i r / TTo
Qn
(3.17)
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which, for r = ^  , imply divergent aeries.
Despite the divergent behaviour of the above series, the sum 
of the integrals of equation (3.15) can be shown as follows to be
convergent at p  -  r* Substituting the above approximations into the 
left hand side of equation (3.13), this becomes
A + -r
oO
I I(p) dp
lip) àp
V*
where for a sufficiently large value of n , n* say, A is the 
(finite) sum of the first n* 1 integrals. The range of integration 
for the remaining integrals may be aplit into three parts (a, r^),
(r^ I r^) and (r^ , b), where r__ and r^ are values of p  lying 
close to r ® Thus the above expression becomes
4LA -V- r
r_r oC>
CL
b cao 4- ’/J7\ n+ '
3.y-\■lip) d|0
r
4-
J r\
If
oO , . 9^44I  ^\ n4 4
I r /
r
(P) d p
in which all but the last ÿwo integrals are finite. Evaluating these
80,
integrals and rearranging, one has
oo
r n -n 3n
Where B represents the finite integrals in the preceding expression 
and the current density function assumes its value at ^  - r .
The ratio test confirms the convergence of this series, for 
a <L r < b*
The divergent behaviour of the individual kernels at r = /> 
imposes a restriction on the numerical method used to solve equation
(3.16). When choosing a quadrature formula to approximate the 
integrals, one which does not attempt to evaluate the integrand at 
the end points must be used to avoid this singularity* For 
simplicity the mid**point rule has been chosen (Isaacson and Keller, 
1966, p* 316) namely
r\ 2 1
-{v)dx L - f  ( 7  ~j -■'-(5Cn - X o ) i L  f  fe) ;
X, J"' ^
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where the range has been divided into n equal sub­
intervals each of length L #
The solution to equation (3*16) is obtained by splitting the 
entire range of integration j^ a, bj into n equal subintervals with 
step length h , and considering the resulting equations for n
different values of r (r, = a -i* jb ~0, 1, ****.#, n - 1)*
I ( r < "i^r )In this way a system of n linear algebraic equations for ‘ i it 12
are generated, that is,
h Z  K, F s  ) I  ( IiL 4- Ÿl,^\ 
2 .
(3.18)
b y  f l L z L lL L L Z p W
2
(s - 2,. .....  . n-i )
where r ~ a + sh,
and /O = a + ih.
Th
from their respective series expansions (equation 3*15)* The problem
e coefficients K and in system (3*18) are calculated
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of the divergence of the series at r = p  may now be turned to an 
advantage to improve the numerical estimates of these infinite series 
as follows* From equations (3.1?)» the coefficients in the two 
series behave like
-XVr
/  \  3 (A £)t->-V-1
'f ] O'td p  \
r / TTr /
for sufficiently large values of n • Each series therefore behaves 
approximately like a geometrical progression after some large number 
of terms (n*$ say) has been taken, and may be summed numerically 
using, for example,
oo /
a J l l  = y  Q
oo
A - I " ' V  - 1 .  W
\V \
where a is the general coefficient of the series,
i
\ ' ' n -  o  " I
Finally it is noted, that the factor (2n)|/((n*)^ 4 ) 
appearing in both kernels, may be more conveniently expressed as
(Sn) !
C n l Z  4 " Vrvx ==. \
for computing purposes* In this way, generation of the large numbers 
arising from the factorials is avoided, which reduces the possibility 
of a systematic round-off error*
In Figure 26, the ourrent I(r) is plotted as a function of 
r# The four plots represent the results obtained by choosing step 
lengths of 0.1, 0*03, 0*033 and 0*023 for a current sheet with inner 
and outer radii of 1 and 2 respectively (with (2= 1 ; D := 1). 
For n ^  20(h C  0*03) the plots converge fairly well to illustrate 
the shape of the current density function*
The current density function I(r) is markedly skewed towards 
the lower end of the range* A possible explanation for this fact is 
that the magnetic field lines will be closer together, and hence the 
field itself stronger, near the inner ends of the current sheet 
annulus* Hence, the induced currents may be stronger near the inner 
boundary of the annulus*
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3#^ T m  POSITION OF a m  NEUrmi s m a .  P E m m N B P  BY THE FLUX CONDITIONS,
Following the analogona two-dimensional model, the condition 
that the field be frozen-in may be applied to the problem to determine 
the inner and outer radii of the current sheet aa the dipoles converge# 
That is, we wish to determine a(<X ) and b(c^)»
For the three-dimensional case, the relevant condition is 
that the flux
F (ü. b ) d S
(2.19)
S
across a surface a must be conserved under the transformation from 
the initial to the final state. For the axisymmetric configuration 
considered here, this becomes equal to the line integral
r,
F S.TT ( a  • 8 ).
r,o
m c\r
where the integrand is just r times the normal component of the 
field B along a radius vector T  •
The first flux condition (as in the two-dimensional cases) is 
obtained from the requirement that the flux crossing the entire 
O  t=lT/2 plane remains constant# Initially the flux F^ is 
given by
oO
'a.TT (cX. 4- r )o
oo
;iTrD Cll - Qo^o / dLL( :2.“F LL )o
o
(2.20)
with a suitable substitution (X ^ is the initial dipole separation. 
This result is to be expected from the physical considerations outlined 
in section 2*2.
After the deformation to form the field bearing the current 
sheet, the flux that threads the ^  plane may be written
F Si r\ r d r
o
Using equation (2*9) for ^  ^  and (2*11) for ^  p ( &  - ^  ^
and noting that the contribution to the integral between a and b must
86.
be &ero, this becomes
Cl br r
4-TT ?  (-1) \ {o)(aml')TI(p,a,b') dp. rdr;^  CnO 4 L f / '0-0 
r ^ o
r
OQ b
4 1 T f  /LiT (azAf " Pa^-a (fo') (an-lV3/p.,a..b)dp •rdr
y--b p -OL
^TT a%
( <X^ -J~ (X ' ^ %
D
in which the current density function I must be regarded as a 
function of the end points a and b of the sheet, as well as r * 
Hence, reversing the order of integration, further manipulation yields
c<>S' I an)!Z, r\ 0 C'f'O^ 4-"CL
Z) b a
% z.
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which, after equating to given by equation (3*20), gives one
relationship between a and b , namely
IT 13%)
%
a
fen-l yd - I
( 3 n + 0
^vT+T-a
3>n I-1 p
X. ) àp
(3.21)
Hr T) b % •X
2,CL_________
a . .
o
A second condition may be derived by demanding that the flux through 
the circle bounded by the neutral line in the first instance is equal 
to that crossing the corresponding disc r <. a in the final situation, 
liiat is,
0(r
bn
X
VxO
rdr
©,TT/2,
a
rclr
®  - . - t r / j .
which, after using equations (3*9) and (3*12), becomes
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o X 2.Coi -tot )
-t-TT
a r \-o (a 0 ^ 4 "
Qn-vXa
e
\i-C
I art+ 2.
C^ o
(3.22)
Equations (3.21) and (3*22) thus determine the end points a and b.
A method for their numerical solution is outlined in the next section.
3,4 NQMEBICAL SOLUTION OF FLUX CONDITIONS.
In order to obtain the inner and outer radii, a(^J and bOx) 
respectively, equations (3*21) and (3*22) must be solved numerically.
Firstly, if equations (3*21) and (3*22) are added, one obtains
_a_D
3/,
b
Db'
3 "o/o
-t- In=-o
CL
(X)!
Cn\)^ 4-
2tl P  ^ XT ( b ) cl p 
dn—t
(3.23)
This is precisely the flux condition one would obtain on equating the 
flux outside the circle r =c< with its counterpart r = b in the 
final configuration. Equation (3*23) is slightly more suitable for 
computation than equation (3*21) in that it contains a much shorter 
integrand, therefore reducing both the time involved in solving the
system and also the round-off errors.
The system of equations (3*22) and (3*23) may he expressed 
in the functional form
a = 2^ :a) , & =  [afbl
(3.24)
suggesting the iterative scheme
= a(a(l)), i = 0, 1, 2.... (3.25)
The vector function £ should be chosen such that the sequence 
^ , generated by equation (3*25), converges to the solution
vector. However, to test the convergence of a particular scheme 
analytically would be extremely difficult here as the partial 
derivatives of g,(a) with respect to a are required (see, for 
example, Isaacson and Keller, 1966, p. 106). Instead one must resort 
to "trial and error" techniques for choosing .
The iterative process for solving the above system of equations 
is further complicated by the fact that we have effectively (n -i- 2) 
equations (not two) to solve simultaneously, n equations arising from 
system (3*18) for the current I(r). At each step of the solution 
of system (3#25) as new values of a and b are generated, the current 
density function, l(r,a,b) must be updated using the methods outlined 
in section (3*3)* The full procedure is most conveniently illustrated 
by means of a flow chart (Figure 2?).
The simplest choice for the iterating vector g, that produced 
a convergent sequence was
Yes
sufficiently close to
Is ^
(d + 1)
Choose cL{ < oC^ ) ,
( 0 ^  o^ /oc ^ 'I • 0 )
Print
and repeat for 
next value of W-
the initial estimate*
Set a = a ,
Calculate 
(d + ^ ) = rfa
Determine I(p) from equation 
($.14) for yo = a + ih , where 
h = step length; i = 0,1,..,n..
Figure 27
Flow diagram for the numerical solution of system ($.24)
90<
■4 _A.3^^ ITIw .P.n(n!)' 4i
a
o
r In-1-1
-2o±l \x^p,cKjh) c\o O,
b  - Ir\T.o W !Cn\y4" a».- 1 / yS"-'
CL
jgfl x(p,a,b)a
Figure 29 shows the results of the numerical solution of system ($#24) 
for values of n ranging between 10 and 60« % e  lower branch is 
well defined for all n , but the outer limit of the current sheet 
is more difficult to determine with the equations only converging at 
all values of oC / cX q when n = 60» The wide discrepancy in the 
results for b((X ) may be due to one or more of several inadequacies 
of the numerical techniques used# These shortcomings include: the
truncation of infinite series after a large number of terms? the 
choice of an iterative scheme which, although convergent, may be a 
relatively slow one, and the use of a rather simple quadrature 
formula# The limitations were imposed by the time and core 
restrictions of the computer programme being used# Further work is 
being carried out to improve the numerical methods used for this 
problem.
These three-dimensional results indicate a somewhat larger 
current sheet than did the two*dimensional analysis* Also, no simple 
relationship between the end points (a and b) and the dipole separation 
(d/cv^) was found, unlike the inverse points for the ends of the two- 
dimensional sheet.
8
7
,n=60
5
bloc.
0.5
oc/oc.
Figure 28.
The loci of the end points ( a and b ) of the current sheet as oC/cc^ 
decreases. The iterative scheme did not converge for all values of
until 60 subdivisions of the range of integration (a,b) were used (solid 
line). As n increases, the solution curves for b(ot) get progressively 
closer.
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In Figure 29 the loci of the end points are shown (for n = 6o) 
with the current density function superimposed for several values of 
oC^oCq *
-0.3 
/G. 5
0.7
Figure 29.
The current density function I (r,a,b). Each plot
corresponds to a particular value of the o6/o^ between
0.1 and 0.7. (60 subdivisions of the range of integration).
QUARTER 4.
A TRIGGER MECHANISM FOR THE EMERGING FLUX MODEL OF SOLAR FLARES.
In this chapter, a possible trigger mechanism for solar
flares is presented, extending the work of Heyvaerts and Priest
/ /the11976/, outlined in the first chapter, and/e merging flux model
for flares (Heyvaerts et al», 19?6).
The emerging flux model is based on observations of flare
activity associated with new magnetic flux emerging from below the
photosphere. It is suggested (Heyvaerts et al., 1976) that many
flares occur in three stages as loops of magnetic flux rise in the
solar atmosphere. Firstly, a current sheet forms between the new
and old. magnetic flux, allowing continuous reconnection above a
certain height. They equate this stage with the preflare heating
phase characterised by the production of soft X«*ray emission. At
a critical height, thermal equilibrium becomes no longer possible,
and the sheet heats up, rapidly seeking a new equilibrium state.
During this stage, the current density exceeds the threshold for the
onset of microinstabilities and the impulsive phase takes place.
Eventually a new equilibrium state, the main phase of the flare, is
reached in which steady reconnection can take place with a turbulent
current sheet.
These qualitative ideas suggest that the thermal equilibrium 
of a current sheet rising in the solar atmosphere be investigated in 
more detail.
In Chapter 2 it was suggested that the solar atmosphere could
.3
9 .^
be divided into three regimes*
(i) Very low down where the velocity of emerging flux Cv) is
greater than or roughly equal to the local Alfven speed (v^ ,^ )»
(ii) Intermediate heights, typically the low chromosphere,
where v d. v < Va, v^ being the maximum reconnection speed, max A’ max ^ ^
Here a current sheet may form without significant reconnection.
(ill) Higher up, v < v ^  and the emerging flux reconnects 
with the overlying field
Heyvaerts and Priest (19?6) considered only the third region 
in which reconnection between new and old flux could occur. In 
section 4.1 the energy balance in the current sheet is considered for 
the intermediate region where no reconnection occurs, while section 
4.2 deals with the same equation, modified to allow for reconnection.
Figures 31 (a) and 31 (b) show the heights above which V3 < v ,max
and <L v^ respectively, based on the model atmosphere given in
Table 4.
4.1 THE TRIGGER MECHANISM (NON-RECONNEGTING REGION).
The thermal instability of a current sheet, investigated by 
Heyvaerts and Priest (1976) was reviewed briefly in section 1.3 (o).
The basic equation, a statement of the energy balance inside a 
current sheet, is repeated here for convenience. It is,
E = J + H + K - R , (4.1)
where E represents the convective transfer of heat through the sheet, 
J,H and K represent the joule heating, mechanical heating and thermal
0 Mm
C û
o
.00
(a)
-2
Figure 31.
0?he heights above which (a) v^^< and (b)
(overleaf) , as B^and v^vary, using the model
atmosphere (Table 4). For example, with a field of 10 
tesla and a speed of lO^ms""^ for the emerging flux (marked 
thus©), above O.^Mm and v^< v^^^ above
3Mm. That is to say, between O.^Mm and 3Mm the sheet is 
in the regime in which no significant reconnection occurs, 
but above 3Mm, steady reconnection may occur.
o
( ûo
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conduction respectively, and R denotes radiative loss. Bach term 
may be written in terms of the parameters pertaining to the conditions 
inside the sheet (subscript c) and the ambient plasma (subscript )i 
If each terra is exactly represented, equation (4.1) becomes a non­
linear partial differential equation.
Fortunately, a full analytic or numerical solution may be 
avoided by approximating each term and solving the resulting 
algebraic equation for the temperature, 3?^ , inside the sheet. It 
will be seen that, as the height (h) of the current sheet in the solar 
atmosphere and its internal temperature vary, one or other of the 
terms in equation (4.1) becomes dominant. The terras which dominate 
vary througiout the (l^,h) plane. Along the solution curve of 
equation (4.1), two or more of the terras dominate and balance each 
other.
The term by terra approximation of equation (4.1) is set out 
below, indicating where the analysis of Heyvaerts and Priest has 
been improved.
The convective term E is exactly,
T) /I'
y-l T)t \ p  / (4.2)
(Boyd and Sanderson, 1969, P* 55), where p, T, ^  and ^  are the gas 
pressure, temperature, density and adiabatic index ( X  = 5/3 for a
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moïiatoraic gas), respectively* In this thesis a more accurate 
approximation than that of Heyvaerts and Priest is chosen for this 
term. After using the perfect^as law (1.3) for /O , expression 
(4.2) may be alternatively written
y # 1%' - ILy -1 T Dt Dt
%ie convective derivative D/Dt reduces to v* V  , which in turn 
is approximated by
V  - V  2^ -V- V o o t  )
I u
where 4 and L represent the width and length of the current sheet, 
and V _ and v r are the ambient inflow and outflow velocitiesoC> OU&
respectively (see Figure 30)* However from continuity of mass,
^  I ^ ex /c _ I
Voob I L
)
bo
and BO P/Dt is finally approximated by just v^ /-( » The length
L is determined by the model presented in section (2*4), where the 
current sheet formed above an emerging bipolar region is simulated. 
The width is less easy to approximate* In Chapter 2 current 
sheets were studied in an idealised situation and were assumed to 
have negligible width* For the present theory, the width will be
B p TH h  ' |oo ' 'oo
Voutt
L — v„
V
Figure 30.
Schematic representation of the current sheet 
illustrating some of the parameters used in the 
problem.
talcen as
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4
V (4.3)max
although this is only a lower bound for this parameter, obtained by 
taking the largest inflow velocity and magnetic Reynolds* number of 
order unity# The left hand side of equation (4#1) may therefore 
be written as
V,oo a A
r- (4#4)
Here
f'
(4.5)
is the ratio of the hydrostatic and magnetic pressures outside the 
sheet, while Boo /^ b- is the strength of the ambient magnetic 
field# The balance between the gas pressure Inside the sheet (p ) 
and the total pressure (hydrostatic plus magnetic) outside,
Po = Boo 2 Ll (4.6)
Q7
has been assumed in deriving expression (4.4)*
The above approximation to E describes only the advection 
of thermal energy into the sheet, and is therefore suitable when 
discussing reconnecting or non-reconnecting current sheets*
The joule heating term (J) is generally approximated by
T B OD
(4.7)
where the conductivity cr is taken to be
. 3/2cr(T^) = Tc. (mho m"*^ )
from Spitaer (1962; p. 139)»
The radiative cooling term H is taken as
R = Q  C T c-) (Watt m"^)
(4.8)
(4.9)
where Q(T) is the radiative cooling function given, for example, by 
Hildner (19?4), and is set out in Table 3 below* For the plasma 
density inside the sheet, the approximation
T,OÛ
(4.10)
derived from equation (4.6) and the perfect gas law, is taken.
It is assumed that there is a balance between the radiative cooling
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of the plasma outside the sheet and the mechanical beating (H) inside, 
If, furthermore one assumes that H is linearly dependent upon the
internal density n ,
H = h n ,
say, for some constant h , then the mechanical heating term may be 
approximated by
H =: n ^  Q(T oo ) (Watt ra ) (4.11)
The radiative cooling function Q(T) = . T  ^ , after Hildner (1974)
Temperature i Xi (X.i
T ^ >8 X lO^ K 1 5,51 X loT^O — 1.0
8 X lO^ K => T 3 3 X lO^ K 2 3.94 X 10~21 ~ 2.5
3 X lO^ K T 2  8 % 10^ K 3 8.00 X 10~3^ 0
8 X  lO K^ >  T-^l.^xlO^K 4 1.20 X 10~^ 3 + 1.8
1.5 xio^k:?- T. 5 4.92 X  10~^? + 7.4
The thermal conductive heating
K = .(j% T),
may be split into two parts that describe the conduction along and 
perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. K thon approximates to
I - T "„ V %  U )/
(4.12)
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where the coefficients of thermal conduction are given by
J K ( W a t t  deg~^), (4.13)
and
^  = 2 X 10"^^ n 2 T "3 g (Watt mT^deg"^)V \j_ 0 0 DO J ' - H  ^
(4.14)
18 «.7 s »»pTaking - 10 ra , T^ - 10 deg. and B oc, = 10 tesla for
the sake of illustration, one sees that the conduction coefficient
6along the magnetic field lines is some 2 x 10 times greater 
than that across the field. Even so, the larger area presented 
by the sides of the current sheet (compared with its ends) may 
significantly increase the total amount of heat conducted across 
the field lines* For example, using the above figures for 
n , T and , the perpendicular and parallel coefficients
would be roughly equal for 1 /E equal to 10~^ not an
unrealistic value•
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TABLE 4.
Temperature ( T ^  ) and number density (n po ) for a model solar 
atmosphere (from Heyvaerts and Priest, 1976)
Height h(m)/lO^ 0 |C n ^  (wT^)
0*0 4.4 X 10’^ 7.94 X 10^1
0.5 4*9 % 10^ 3.16 X 10^0
1 5*2 X 10^ 3.98 X 10^9
2 5*8 X 10^ 3.98 X 10
3 6.3 X 10^ 3.98 X 10^?
4 7.4 X 10^ 2.00 X 10^7
4 _ _ . ,165 1.3 % 10 5,00 X 10
6 3.0 X 10^ 1.58 X 10^^
7 5*5 X 10^ 6.31 % 10^5
8 1.6 X 10^ 2.51 X 10 '^
9 3.0 X 10^ 1.41 X 10^5
10 4.0 X 10^ 7.94 X 10^4
11 4.9 X 10^ 6.30 X 10^4
12 5*7 % 10^ 5*00 X 10^4
13 6.9 X 10^ 4.00 X 10^^
14 8.5 X 10^ 3.16 X 10^4
15 1.0 X 10^ 3.16 X 10^^
16 1.2 X 1of 3.16 X 10^^
Heyvaerts and Priest did not include the effects of conduction 
across the field lines since they expected it to be unimportant* 
However, when  ^/L becomes small enough, the effects of transverse
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conduction become important and in practice may sometimes dominate 
in equation (4.l)*
Talcing the diffusivity ny to be 8 x lO^T ** 3/^2 **1 ^(in s"* ) , equation (4*1 ) may be solved for the internal temperature
of the sheet T for any given set of parameters T ^  , v^
and for the surrounding atmosphere* A model solar atmosphere
(Table 4) relating n ^  and T ^  to height h is chosen, and
T^ plotted as a function of h «
4,2. THE REGQMHEQTIKG RBSIOM.
When the velocity of the emerging flux is less than the 
maximum reconnection speed, steady reconnection may occur at the sheet, 
This situation used by Heyvaerts and Priest when setting up their 
analysis, causes one or two alterations to be made to the energy 
equation (4.1)*
The joule heating term, given by equation (4,?) may be 
simplified in view of the fact that the magnetic Reynold*s number
is of order unity. J therefore becomes
J r: er v^ (watt nr^ )^ (4.15)
The width of the current sheet may now be taken to be
^   ^ <4.16)
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with R 0(1), and the length is therefore given by mass 
continuity as
\ ) (^ Vout)
^ (17:1- -J--- ; (4.17)f^ dO
Here, is the outflow speed from the reconnection region, and
is given by the Alfven speec 
being ejected, yO Thus
d, based on the density of the plasma
Vout ■— B o o  (4.18)
J ^ \0C.
Heyvaerts and Priest took v^  ^ to be the Alfven speed based on the
ambient density, and therefore their estimate for the length of the
Xsheet was a factor (n /n larger than the present value.
With 4 and L being modified, the remaining terms in 
equation (4.1) will take the same form as for the non-reconnecting 
region.
As B 00 and v vary, so does the form of the solution
of the energy equation. Several examples are shown in section (4.5)
In addition a somewhat more realistic case is investigated in which 
the magnetic field B co decreases with height, from a typical value 
for the low, active chromosphere (1Q™^ tesla) to 10 tesla in the 
corona*
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4.3* CUmENT BHBBT WIDTH LIMITATIONS.
The width ( ? )  of the current sheet given by equation 
(4#16) is based upon a fluid description of the plasma and is 
therefore invalid below some small length scale X ? say* Strictly 
speaking, when X is of the order of a mean free path, the fluid 
equations should be abandoned in favour of a collisionless description, 
The mean free path for thermal electrons or ions is
A = 3 X 10’^ (m) (4.19)
"o
whereas the width of the current sheet is,
t = 8 X 10®/(3?^ ^^  ^V 00 ), (4.20)
having used equation (4.16) with
= 8 X 10^
The condition that -t is greater than X is therefore given by
T 9/2 ^ 7.7 X 10^ 9 , (4.21)
V oO
having substituted for n^ from equations (4.5) and (4.10) with 
p  OÜ <3^  1* This condition is a severe one. For =% 0*01
tesla and v ^  = 10^ ms""^  , A. is less than X for internal
temperatures greater than 1.2 x 10 iL *
Vasyliimas (l975) claims that equation (4.16) remains valid
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even when X falls below the mean free path, provided that it does 
not become so small as to fall below the electron inertial length
A ■e fWe, z Cm) (4.22)
where m and e are just the electron mass and charge respectively, 
Accordingly he writes the width of the current sheet as
f (4.23)
Clearly for /y^ 5) A  , the above equation reduces to the
form (4*l6), while, at the other extreme, tends aaymptotically 
to A  . Comparing equations (4.20) and (4.22), the width of the 
sheet will be determined by /Tj /v^ or A  ^ depending whether 
T , defined by
= 1.6? x 1erG v^ (4.24)
is much greater than or less than T , respectively. Co for example
with Boo 10 tesla and v 2 -1 10 ms the current sheet
gwidth will be A  for temperatures much greater than 1.7 % 10 deg,
J
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For of the same order of magnitude as , the full equation 
(4.2^) must he used for i •
The electron inertial length ^  ^ is not universally 
accepted as being the minimum sheet width# Gonnerup Cl973)» for 
example, maintains that the half«v;idth of the sheet must be limited 
by the ion gyroradius
1.34 X 10"^ (m) (4.25)
in view of simple considerations of the particle orbits in the
current sheet* This leads to a lower critical current sheet
temperature
Î' ~  2 . 4 5  X  10'^ f  ^"• V. T,« /
Vasyliuiias (1975)» in the appendix to his paper, disputes the ion 
gyroradius limit and demonstrates that only the shorter length scales 
\   ^ or (the electron gyroradius) are suitable candidates
for the minimum current sheet widths*
In the examples of the temperature dependence on height 
shown in section (4*5), the width of the sheet has been taken as 
being described by equation (4*23). However, the graphs (Figures 
54 and 35) depicting the general trends as B and v«o vary has 
been repeated for the three cases: (a) with no width limit,
(b) for X  >  X and (c) for X ^  H. •e 1
Having chosen an alternative expression for the current sheet 
width (equation (4*23) instead of equation (4*203, one must find how
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%
the maximum reconnection speed is affected#
To accomplish this the latest reconnection model, due to 
Soward and Priest (19?6), is reinvestigated as follows*
The governing equations: (1*43), (1*44), (1*45), (1*48),
(1 49) and (1*51) are given in section (1*3^)* Among these, the 
first must be replaced by
A-. > (4*26)
where T^ T * Eliminating all the unknowns except the
Alfven-Maoh number M for the Inflow speed, equation (l*52)
IT
8M
is then replaced by
tt- IT
8 ^ XL (4*2?)
This new equation for M and M. does not depend explicitly on
R • Also, m no longer takes a maximum at K. ~ H / 4  as inme ’ © ^ 1
equation (1*52), but tends to
IT loSg.
e (4*28)
from below, thus providing an upper limit for the reconnection rate*
1(D7
"10
In practice, M 1, for a current sheet whose width is far less 
than its lengthy (see equation (1*44)1 In Figure 32 is
plotted as a function of ( A /L )*•*- e e
Comparing A  ^  with the classical width 'Yj , one finds
A e L e
Hme M (4.29)
A e
lie
R Mme e max
since Mi and M is slowly varying compared with L/^ ^  *
Figure 8 can therefore be revised to include the effects of sheet
width limitations* For a given value of A /I* , the curve wille e
remain unaltered while
L R M me e max
but when
¥ R Mme e max »
the curve levels into a straight line, M being independent ofe max
R . A few cases are illustrated in Figure 33* For the solar 
flare problem, with = 1oT^ tesla, T = 10^ ^ ^  and
= 10^ m , say, A^/L is of the order of 3 x 10**^  , and so
the reconnection rate is not seriously affected for the conditions 
that prevail in the solar atmosphere•
.3
0.1
max
0
A o / Le' '-e
Figure 32.
The maximum Alfven-Mach number, for as a function
of
0.2
M
£ =  10'
0 4 6 8
log (RmJ
10
Figure 53*
The maximum Alfven-Mach number as a function of 
The curve follows the horizontal branches when
takes the values shown.
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4.4. THE ONSET OF THRBOLENCE.
The current density j inside the sheet is approximately
d = Boc /( jU Q N  , (4.30)
which, after using the classical electrical conductivity (Spitser,
1962)
(3-B 1.54 X 10~2 T^ y\ (mho m"1), (4.31)
and equation (4.3)» becomes
j = 10"^ (Am”^), (4.32)
Above some critical value
t^urb ^^ tc ’
where v\  ^ is the sound speed in the centre of the current sheet, 
the plasma becomes susceptible to Buneman microinstability (Buneman 
1959). Hence using equations (4.3) and C4.10), becomes
2
^turb = X 10 3 Q~2)^ (4.33)T ? c
Comparing equations (4.32) and (4.33)$ the threshold temperature for 
the onset of turbulence, therefore given by
'L
= 1 .3 4 % 10® . (4.34)turb
The internal temperature T^ may exceed T ^
VcA
in two
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rather different oircumstances.
Firstly, as the current sheet gains in height, T may 
increase monotonioally in the neighbourhood of T. ^ , and the 
critical value will be slowly surpassed, the sheet passing from a 
stable to an unstable state on a time scale determined by the 
speed at which it rises.
On the other hand, if the graph of T becomes triple- 
valued, the threshold for instability may be reached on a much 
shorter time scale as the sheet undergoes a dynamic transition from 
one stable part of the curve to another (see section (l.3c) )*
The dynamics of the increase in T between points B and
C (Figure 10) presents a more complex problem than the simple 
energetics discussed in the preceding sections. Clearly, the 
sheet will never attain the new equilibrium position D on the
upper branch of the curve since it becomes turbulent before reaching
this point. At G the sheet becomes unstable, its width 
increasing with the onset of a turbulent electrical resistivity.
As a result, the current density will be decreased and the sheet
may remain marginally stable for temperatures above T .
$The resulting marginally stable temperature , may be
calculated in the following manner. The electrical conductivity
* *<y , corresponding to T , is expected to lie between the classical
(Bpitzer) value, and the turbulent value, ^ obtained from 
Buneman*8 numerical work# Using the critical value j for the current
density in the marginally stable sheet, the conductivity becomes
110.
(4.35)
using equations (4*33) with
and
<3-
* *
'Y] ~ A  Y
(4.36)
(4.37)
Equation (4*1) may now be solved as before, using the above revisions
*to deduce T corresponding to h^^^ * The resulting turbulence 
onset temperatures are shown on the various graphs in the next 
section#
4,3, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION*
In Figures 34 and 33 the general behaviour of the solution 
curve to equation (4#1) is demonstrated* Each figure shows a 
region of the (v ,B ^  )-plane, the parameters covering ranges 
that one might typically find in the solar atmosphere• For some 
^ oo , Tg(h) is a monotonioally increasing function
(region M in the figures), while elsewhere it becomes triple- 
valued* The latter region may be further divided in two. In 
the upper portion (N^) the threshold for the onset of instability is
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crossed, as depicted in Figure#, during the transition between stable 
branches of the graph. The remaining area (N^), represents those 
curves which although triple-valued do not include within
the jump between the two branches of the curve.
The (v^ , Bgo )-plane for which the width is limited by 
the electron inertial length A  , is shown in Figure 34, Figures ']
33(&) and 35(b) show the same plane, but for (a) unlimited width and |
(b) the ion gyroradius limit, I
-Several examples are taken from the (vcA ,B oo )-plane 'j
drawn in Figure 34, On each one, the solution to equation (4*1)
is given when (i) reconnection occurs (v oo C  v ^ )  and (ii) no
reconnection is allowed (v <L <  Vy>), the relevant heightsmax ^  A *
for these limits corresponding to those shown in Figure 31, Below 
a certain height, v ^  is of the order and neither theory is 
adequate? the example curves do not extend into this region. In 
addition, both the length of the current sheet and also the critical
îjitemperatures, and T^ , are included. The final graph in
this series shows how the dominance of various terms in equation 
(4,1 ) can vary with T and h. These examples collectively form 
Figure 36,
The final Figure 37 shows the results obtained using a
steadily decreasing magnetic field. Taking typical values of
-1 -310 tesla at the base of the chromosphere and 10 tesla in the
corona , the field falls off as an inverse square law,
A(h)
0g -1
-3
2 3
iog„ [y. (ms-'ll
Figure $4.
The ,B^)-plane for current sheet widths limited 
byA^. Tg(h) is singled valued in M and triple 
valued for some h, in and In the Buneman
stability limit is surpassed as the sheet transfers 
between the cool and hot branches of the curve.
Examples of T^Ch) are shown in Figure 36 for 
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Figures 36(a) to (e) show the variation of the 
internal current sheet temperature (T^) and length (L) 
with height (h). Each plot .is for some pair of values 
of v^ and indicated in Figure 5^ *«
In Figure 36(f), the region where each term in 
equation (4.1) dominates is indicated for v^= lO^ ms*""^  
and 0.32 x 10"^ tesla.
Figure 57-
The internal current sheet temperature, (T^(h)) 
for a solar atmosphere in which B decreases in magnitude. 
The corresponding values of the turbulent threshold
temperature, %turb* plotted.
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for suitable constants A and T^(h) is plotted for several
values of V  ^ «
Comparing these results, many interesting trends emerge• 
FirstlyI on the (v^  ^B ^  )-plane Itself, the effect of 
introducing finite current sheet width limitations is to change the 
boundaries of the regions M , and Kp • These changes are, 
however, not greatly significant in view of the many approximations 
used, £ind the regions N. and M remain (collectively) in roughly 
the same position relative to .
The existence of two distinct types of graph for T^Ch) 
is, perhaps, the most important outcome of the analysis# If the 
onset of a microinstability is the mechanism for triggering a 
solar flare, then there must in consequence, be two different ways 
in which the trigger is accomplished# Flux emerging with a high 
velocity or into a relatively low ambient field will have a single 
valued temperature function, T^(h), or at least one which crosses 
^turb ^ stable branch# Alternatively, if the emerging flux 
finds itself in a region of high magnetic field strength, the current 
sheet so formed will become unstable in its transition from the 
cool branch of the T^(h) curve to the upper hotter one# This 
time the trigger may be expected to have a more dramatic effect, 
perhaps exhibiting an impulsive phase associated with the sudden 
heating of the current sheet#
Fecent observations by Rust and Roy (19?4) tend to support 
these ideas# In this paper, they report on their intensive study 
of two particular flares observed during the "Campaign for Integrated 
Observations of Solar Flares" (CXNOF)* Tiie X-ray burst associated
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with the first event wan thermal In nature, and displayed a alow 
rise to mxlwnm flux* Thle flare was obeervod in a region of 
relatively weak field atrength* %n contrast the second flare 
exhibited an impulolve phase, oharaoterleed by a large hard 
Xwray burst and ooourred in a region of high magnetic field strength 
in a compact sunspot group# Despite the very different nature 
of the two flares, both were reported to have been triggered by 
the emergenoe of new magnetic flux#
Many flares may be categorized in this way# Birin (1974) 
notes the dietinotiw between the "alow rieo" and "fast rise" flares 
in his cl&GBlfio&tlon of their physical properties# The great 
August 7, 1972 flare diseuesed in the opening chapter was of the 
impulsive type, and it too evolved from a region of relatively 
high magnetic field strength*
Borne general conclusions may be drawn from Figures 36(a)
to (f)t
(l) If and Vp^ increase by equal amounts the graphs
of T (h) do not vary to any great extent (This result is based on 
the evidenee of some graphs that emmet be included here. However, 
compare graphs 36 (a), (d) and (f), all of which lie on a line in the 
) plane»)
(ii) The critical height at which the sheet becomes unstable 
varies considerably as either decreases or 8*0 increases, 
^trit ^TAcreoses in value, often giving a site for the flare which 
is well into the corona, (Figure 36(c))for example. For and
oloGO to the dividing line between regiona M and ^orit
■114. 3
is typically x 10^ m above the photosphere#
(ill) The Bu&eman instability threshold with
increasing B<xi and v*o .
(iv) For large field strengths and low velocities (Figure
36 (0)# the sheet length (L) exceeds the upper realistic value of
<7 310 to 10 m , and the present theory may be invalid in this regime*
Figure 36(e) is included as an example in which ^_th) , although 
triple-valued, is not of the "impulsive trigger" type.
The results of Figure 37 for the height-dependent magnetic 
field are qualitatively not unlike the previous ones* As 
increases, the curve is progressively flattened from its triple­
valued shape to a single-valued curve* One difference between 
this and the previous set of graphs lies in the behaviour of the 
current sheet temperature at large heights. Mow, instead of
increasing rapidly along the upper branch of the curve, it reaches
7a maximum around 10 K« The actual value of this maximum 
temperature will depend on the particular model one takes for B ,
but it is not significantly dependent upon Vc^ ,
In conclusion, it must be stressed again that these results 
ore derived from order of magnitude relationships and should 
therefore be interpreted in the same spirit. Therefore, while the 
details of each graph may not be too significant, the overall 
pattern that emerges from them may be*
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CHAPTER 5.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK.
Certain aspects of current sheet theory have been 
investigated in this thesis and applied to the solar flare problem*
These applications have dealt primarily with the early stages of 
flares, that is, the storage of energy in the preflare magnetic 
field, and a trigger mechanism# The techniques used have varied 
greatly# They include the more exacting analytical approach in 
Chapters 3 and (parts of) 3, numerical techniques for the remainder 
of Chapter 3 and the approximate analysis in the final chapter on 
trigger me chan isms•
The sections dealing with two-dimensional current sheets leave 
little doubt that these are a viable and efficient energy storage 
mechanism, provided that the sheet is formed at a much faster rate 
than it can be destroyed by diffusion and reconnection* At the 
same time, a method is developed for handling curved current sheets 
such as one would expect to find occurring naturally. The stability 
of these configurations has not been questioned in this chapter, 
and it would be of Interest to determine the stability criteria, for 
a curved current sheet* The sheet may, for example, become unstable «
for some critical value of its curvature.
A further application of the section on current sheet 
formation between a dipolar and uniform field has already been 
mentioned. This is the problem of current sheet formation in the
I
&
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terrestrial magnetosphere* If, instead of increasing the moment 
of the dipole in a uniform stationary field, the dipole were to 
be kept fixed while the ambient field moved towards it, then a 
current sheet may again form with a topology not unlike the one 
shown in Figure 17(b) At least, this would be the sort of 
picture one may expect in the upper-half plane. Below the real 
axis, the passing ambient field would tend to draw out the dipolar 
field into a somewhat different configuration. The model may 
be used to simulate the formation of current sheets in the dayside 
region between the earth's (approximately dipolar) field, and the 
solar wind.
In Chapter 3i an attempt is made to break away from the 
limitations imposed by considering two-dimensional structures.
The gain in generality in that sense has been shown to be costly 
in terras of the greatly increased complexity of the field equations 
and the need to resort to numerical methods to complete the problem. 
Comparing the results for those obtained for the symmetric, two- 
dimensional case, one sees that the current sheet formed is 
larger in three dimensions. This increase is mainly due to the 
larger values for the outer perimeter of the sheet, but, as the 
current density tails off rapidly at this edge, the result should 
not be regarded as highly significant.
An alternative approach to the three dimensional problem would 
be to drop the more rigorous treatment in favour of an approximate 
analysis* If the current sheet were represented simply by a line 
current, the field sufficiently far away would assume the same form 
as in the more exact situation. With this model, the restrictions
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of symmetry could be relaxed and the results more realistically 
applied*
The flare trigger mechanism studied in Chapter 4 is very much 
an order-of-magnitude theory# However, within this stringent 
limitation, some important ideas have emerged, the main ones being:
(i) solar flares may well be triggered in the manner described 
and (ii) that the trigger can be activated in two distinct ways, 
each producing its own characteristics during the initial stages 
of the flash phase# Several avenues of research may be followed 
from this initial theory#
Certainly, it would be useful to obtain an analytic solution 
to equation (4#1), but to tackle the entire equation analytically 
would be a formidable task# One approach might be to split the 
(T ,h) plane as, for example, in Figure 36(f) and solve the reduced 
energy equation (in each area) with only the dominant terms appearing< 
The solution for the entire range of values could then be constructed 
by matching techniques. Alternatively, the full equation could be 
solved numerically by using finite difference formulae for the 
derivatives and integrating over a thin rectangular box representing 
the current sheet.
The dynamics of the transition between stable states, too, 
requires further attention. It was found in section (4,4), for 
instance, that the sheet would heat up to some marginally stable 
temperature T • This result, again, is only based upon order- 
of-magnitude arguments and should be further investigated.
1l8
Finally, it was assumed that the Bmieman mioroinstability 
was responsible for the onset of turbulence in the sheet. However, 
other microinstabilities may exist with even lower temperature 
thresholds. Furthermore, the sheet may, possibly before the 
onset of turbulence, become so thin in comparison with its 
length that the tearing mode instability (Furth et al, 1963) may 
occur to disrupt the current sheet.
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